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Optimizing Malware Signature Databases with
String Signatures
Jörg Stucke
University of Bonn
Institute of Computer Science
jstucke@uni-bonn.de
Abstract
The growing amounts of new malware samples are increasingly becoming a problem
for malware scanners. A remedy may be optimizing malware signature databases. In this
paper we examine whether existing hash signatures can be replaced by string signatures
and what impacts this would have on database size and scan performance.
To do this, a software was developed to automatically generate string signatures for a
given set of files. It was possible to generate signatures with few false positives for most
malware families, but the observed impact on the performance was tremendous.

1

Introduction

The number of new malicious programs has drastically increased over the last years and there
are no indications that this trend will change any time soon. The sheer number is increasingly
becoming a problem for the suppliers of anti-virus software. On the one hand, this increases
the effort to provide signatures for all new malware samples. On the other hand, the signature
databases grow ever larger with the increasing number of signatures. The increase in database
size can also have a negative effect on the scan performance. Moreover, the databases must
be transmitted to the users and are stored locally. One solution to these problems could be
the increased use of string signatures instead of hash signatures. Since a string signature can
typically detect more malware individuals than a hash signature, this should lead to a reduced
database size.
The central question in this paper is whether malware signature databases can be improved
by the more frequent use of string signatures. This can be broken down into several parts: In
what way can existing hash signatures be replaced? What impact does this have on performance
and required storage space? To what extent can false positives be avoided? In order to answer
this questions, we developed a program which is able to generate string signatures automatically.
This program was used to generate signatures for a given set of malware samples. These
signatures were then compared to the existing hash signatures of ClamAV [2] and evaluated
with regard to size, performance and false positives.
This paper is based on the bachelor’s thesis [6] where everything is explained in more detail.
The second chapter will first discuss related works. This is followed by a description of the
software used and the evaluation in chapters three and four respectively.

2

Related Works

There are various works that deal with the use of strings for malware detection. As early as
2001, Schultz et al. [5] analysed the use of byte strings for detecting malware. Samples were
classified as malicious or benign on the basis of their imported libraries, text strings and byte
1
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strings. Tabish et al. [7] studied the classification of malware using byte N-grams. Lee et al. [3]
focused on the comparison of text strings for malware classification. The paper from Griffin et
al. [1] deals with the automated generation of string signatures. The strings consist of 48-byte
sequences of disassembled code. The resulting software Hancock is able to generate high quality
signatures automatically, but has problems with packed malware.
Though some works deal with actual signature creation, the implications on performance
and space requirements are not discussed. This is the focus of interest in this paper.

3

Basics

According to [1] hash signatures are still the predominating approach in malware detection and
make up by far the largest part of the databases used by commercial anti-virus software. Hash
signatures use the hash value of a file or a part of it and are relatively easy to create. They
usually identify very few individuals from a malware family (typically one). However, most of
the new-found malware programs are modified variants of already known individuals [3].
String signatures are first and foremost based on continuous raw byte patterns. This means
they are not limited to ASCII strings. Through the use of string signatures it is possible to
exploit the existing byte-level similarities in different malware specimens: Different individuals
of a malware family usually share common parts. Thereby, string signatures can identify multiple individuals or, ideally, even whole families. This also means that new, unknown individuals
of the family can potentially be detected. Unfortunately, the generation of string signatures is
complex and tedious—it is still primarily performed by hand. Moreover, string signatures have
the inherent risk of producing false positives: the byte strings can obviously occur in benign
software as well. The selection of suitable strings is thus both important and complicated. It
should also be mentioned that it is no longer possible to identify the different individuals of a
common signature.
Packed malware poses a major problem for string signatures. Packing can hide the bytelevel similarities and render a string signature ineffective. It would not be wise to create string
signatures for packed malware samples, since this would only detect the packer or random similarities. Therefore, the malware should be unpacked prior to the signature creation. Obviously,
this only makes sense if the malware is also unpacked by the anti-virus software during a scan.

4

Software Framework

The anti-virus software we used for the evaluation is ClamAV [2], a free open-source software.
With ClamAV it is especially easy to create custom signatures and to use them for scanning
samples. Furthermore, a look into the ClamAV signature database reveals that most of the
signatures are hash-based (about 97%). In addition, it can be used to unpack the malware
samples by using the integrated unpacking engine. Naturally, ClamAV cannot unpack all known
packers. Therefore, string signatures derived from packed files that cannot be unpacked by the
anti-virus software would not work, because they would not be found. This also implies that
non-unpackable Samples must be sorted out and cannot be used for string signature creation.
We used the method described in [4] to identify packed samples and sorted the ones out that
cannot be unpacked with ClamAV.
ClamAV supports different types of string signatures. The so-called logical signatures are
the most powerful ones and support many configuration options. Most notably, it is possible
2
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to link multiple string components with logical expressions into a single signature. This is why
this signature type was chosen for the evaluation.
In order to create the string signatures, we developed a software that has the ability to
generate a set of string signatures for a given set of input files. First, the files are unpacked
with ClamAV. Then the byte patterns of the files are extracted and stored in one list per
file. Afterwards, the signatures are gradually created based on intersections of as many lists as
possible until all files are covered.
However, not all shared strings can be used for signature creation. The use of strings that
also appear in benign files would lead to false positives. Therefore, the selection of proper
candidates is imperative. Common strings can be filtered with a blacklist during extraction.
For the selection process of the candidate strings, the shared strings are first sorted by entropy.
This happens to avoid insignificant strings (e.g. strings that consist mainly of null bytes).
Now the strings are tested for false positives by creating temporary signatures and scanning a
training file set. The string is only added as a component to the final signature, if the number of
false positives on the training set does not exceed a specified limit (normally zero). Also, they
are only added if the intersection with already chosen components is not too large. Once enough
components are selected, the signature is created in form of a logical signature for ClamAV. As
mentioned before, this signature type allows joining multiple byte strings into a single signature.
The finished signatures will therefore only produce a positive result if all strings are present in
the scanned file.

5

Evaluation

The malware samples used in this evaluation come from VirusShare[8]. Only the malwares
that were detected by ClamAV were used, because the ClamAV signatures served as basis for
dividing the samples into families. Furthermore, it is important to know whether string or
hash signatures were used to detect certain samples when judging the viability of replacing
existing hash signatures with string signatures. As mentioned before, samples that could not
be unpacked with ClamAV were sorted out. Packers were found for close to a fifth of the
samples, but only 5.8% of all Samples could not be unpacked. Samples that were detected with
heuristics were also discarded, since these may not be suitable for signature generation. This
affected only 0.97% of the samples. 250,776 files with a total size of 108.9 gigabytes remained. A
clean installation of Windows 7 Professional was used as test set for false positive measurement.

5.1

Parameter Selection

Before the start of the actual signature creation, the parameters of the signatures must be
specified. Those are the length and number of components in a single signature, the maximum
number of false positives of a component and the minimum number of covered input files per
signature. Those parameters have decisive influence on the properties and the quality of the
resulting signatures.
The selection of the string length is complicated, because there is a problem of conflicting
goals. On the one hand, the frequency of false positives intuitively decreases with length. On
the other hand, the required storage space increases with length. Increasing the length also has
a negative effect on the number of shared strings that are found in the input files. This makes
it harder to cover the maximum number of files with the minimum number of signatures. At
least this problem can be avoided by using signatures with multiple string components instead
of longer single-component ones.
3
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First, the string length was selected. Therefore, the relationship between the length and
the number of shared strings and the relationship between the length and the number of false
positives on the test set were analysed. Only strings between 12 and 32 bytes length were
considered. Shorter strings are prone to coincidental matches and lead to correspondingly high
false positive rates. Longer strings are problematic as far as memory usage and runtime of the
program are concerned. Samples from three malware families were used: Casonline, Eorezo and
Sadenav (named after the ClamAV signatures that detected them). For each of those families
there were between 12 and 19 individuals. All of those samples were originally detected by hash
signatures. The string signature generation was then applied for these families and the different
string lengths. As expected, the smaller binaries from Eorezo yielded significantly less shared
strings than the other families. In all cases, at least several hundreds of strings were shared
between all samples of the respective family. This should be sufficient for creating a common
signature. Some of the results are shown in the left part of figure 1. The number fluctuates
very little for Casonline. However, for the smaller samples of Eorezo there was a significant
decline of nearly a fifth. For Sadenav it was even more. Taking this into account, the length
of the components should not be selected too long. The reason for the initial increase of the
string number for Eorezo is that only unique strings were counted and the number of duplicates
increases with decreasing string length.
The next step is analysing the influence of the string length on false positives. In order
to evaluate this aspect, 100 different strings for each length and family were tested for false
positives on the training set. This set consisted of 200 randomly chosen files from the Windows
installation. The results are represented in the right part of figure 1. The figure shows a
significant negative correlation between the string length and the number of false positives.
Judging by the results, it is not advisable to use strings the length of 12 bytes or shorter,
because the number of false positives is relatively large. Ultimately, we chose the length of 20
bytes as a compromise between shared strings and false positives.
Finally, the number of string components in a signature and the number of false positives
allowed in a component must be selected. The latter may be tolerable if it does not lead to false
positives of the finished signature. This could be useful in order to increase the number of eligible
strings and reduce the number of signatures that are needed to cover all input files. Figure 2
shows the relation between the number of components and false positives in those components
and false positives of the resulting signature on the test set. As anticipated, there is a distinctly
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negative correlation between the number of components and false positives. Thus, signatures
with three components will be used subsequently. Also, it can be seen that false positives in
the components can lead to false positives for the signature. Therefore, we chose not to permit
such components. Having fixed the length, we can determine the minimum number of covered
input files per signature to be three, since then the resulting string signatures are more efficient
regarding storage space than the hash signatures most commonly used by ClamAV.

5.2

Application of the Signature Creation

In order to determine to what extent existing hash signatures can be replaced, the signature
creation was applied for samples of ten families that are solely covered with hash signatures in
the database of ClamAV. Those families are Casonline, Chifrax, Eorezo, Gabpath, Kykymber,
Nebuler, Palevo, Sadenav, Swrort and Zegost (named after the ClamAV signatures). There
are hundreds or even thousands of individual hash signatures for each of these families in the
database of ClamAV. For each family, between 12 and 134 samples were available (38.7 on
average).
For those families, it was possible to create common signatures in nine of ten cases. Only
for Palevo it was not possible to find enough shared strings in the samples. In three cases,
two string signatures were needed to cover the files and a single signature was sufficient in the
remaining six. In four cases, a few of the samples could not be covered. There was no case of
false positives on the Windows test set. In addition the signatures were tested on a set of 1000
randomly selected malware files from other families. This lead to a single false positive in three
cases and multiple false positives in one case. However, this could also be a fault in the naming
conventions of the ClamAV signatures and is not absolutely certain.
All in all, the signature creation worked relatively successful and reliable. Every created
string signature replaced on average nearly 20 hash signatures even though only 28.1 samples
were available on average for each family (excluding Palevo). The resulting string signatures
are about 2.6 times the size of the used hash signatures. If it was possible to replace merely a
third of a database of hash signatures with a 20:1 ratio, the size could be reduced by about 28%.
It can be expected that the reachable ratio is even higher with more samples. And taking into
account that most malware databases consist mainly of hash signatures, the savings potential is
accordingly large. What is more, the performance of the signature creation itself is satisfactory:
The signatures for the families were created in less than 5 minutes each.
5
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Performance

The last part of this evaluation is the analysis of the impact on performance. In order to do this
it is sufficient to work with randomly created signatures, since it is not necessary that malware
is actually found. In most cases, anti-virus software scans yield no results anyhow. Here we
compared the scan performance on the Windows installation of a database with 100,000 hash
signatures to two database with 50,000 hash signatures and 2,500 and 1,000 string signatures
respectively. This represents the cases where half of the existing signatures were replaced with
string signatures in the ratios 1:20 and 1:50 respectively. The results can be seen in figure 3.
The effect on the performance is tremendous. Even in the more desirable case, the runtime is
roughly doubled. It is at least questionable if such a negative effect on the performance would
be acceptable for users.

replacement ratio

1:50 ratio

1:20 ratio

hash only
0

50

100

150

200
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scan time in s

Figure 3: Scan performance of databases with different composition
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Conclusion

We successfully developed a program that can automatically generate a set of string signatures
for a given set of input files. This allowed us to investigate what is needed for successful string
signature creation, to what extent hash signatures can be replaced and the impact on database
size and performance.
The evaluation provides mixed results for the created string signatures. On the one hand,
it was possible to create signatures fairly reliably and with a satisfactory coverage rate. The
false positive rates on the Windows test set were consistently low and the potential savings
regarding database size are immense. On the other hand, the false positives on the malware
test set are notably high, so the candidate selection may still need some work. Furthermore,
the performance losses may be too great for a practical application. Another finding is that not
all files are fit for string signature creation.
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Hilko Delonge
Informatik I, Universität Bonn, Germany
hilko.delonge@gmail.com
Abstract
Imagine there is a forest fire and a firefighter tries to contain the fire by building a
blockage for the fire like a swath. Furthermore assume that the fire spreads fast in one
specific direction (downwind or uphill) and slow in the opposite direction (upwind or downhill) and anything in between in every other direction, and the firefighter works without
breaks and with constant efficiency. Although this does not result in an optimal solution,
the firefighter is obliged to move in a way that he always touches the fire. This short paper,
which is based on my Master’s thesis [2], analyzes this dynamic setup. A general formula,
which is still dependent on an integral, for the firefighter’s curve is presented. Furthermore
a simulation has been implemented to find out under which circumstances the firefighter
wins the race. According to the simulation the firefighter needs to be 2.037... times as fast
as the fire when wind blows at speed 10.1 km
in an open stand of trees.
h

1

Introduction

Wildland fires are a constant problem to humanity and especially the flora and fauna of certain
usually warm regions, as can be found in the USA, Australia, around the Mediterranean Sea
etc. Firefighters and researchers have gained interest in theoretical research and simulation
tools on those fires within the last decades. Richard C. Rothermel [5] mathematically modeled
wildland fires by physically and chemically analyzing fires and coefficients like wind etc. affecting
them. His formulae are widely used in theory as well as in simulations. Using Rothermel’s
formulae, Mark A. Finney [3] developed the simulation tool FARSITE. The simulation gives a
good approximation of actual wildland fires and takes into account many parameters of fires,
environment, etc. However, the simulation is not able to handle dynamic environments. This
holds for aspects like wind speed, slope, fuel changes, etc., but also for barriers.
A more dynamic environment can be described as a game between a constantly spreading
wildland fire and a firefighter trying to contain the fire by building a blockage. The fighter

Figure 1: Firefronts of an expanding fire
1
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Figure 2: Race between the firefighter and the fire.
moves with constant speed around the fire (i.e. he cannot move into the fire) and while doing
so he builds a blockage the fire is not able to cross. R. Klein et al. [4] found formulae on this
dynamic setup, assuming the fire spreads at unit speed in every direction.
In contrast to R. Klein et al. this short paper studies the above described dynamic setup
affected by wind. This generates a new fire spread model, where the fire no longer spreads at
unit speed creating a circular fire front, but with an elliptical fire front, where the ignition point
lies coincident with a predefined focus point of the corresponding ellipse. Will the firefighter
be able to contain the fire? On what kind of path does he move? Clearly the answers to these
questions depend on the spread rate of the fire as well as the shape of the ellipse.
Value 10.1 km
h is used as wind speed in the abstract. It is derived from the average wind
speed in Bonn. Forests in this region can consist of open or dense stands. If a forest consists of
a dense stand of trees, wind gets more obstructed. At wind speed 10.1 km
h the firefighter only
needs to be 1.3819... times as fast as the fire within a dense stand of trees.

1.1

Formal Definitions

Consider the following planar setup. In general, there are two agents in the model. On one
hand a fire, which is expanding over time, and on the other hand a firefighter, who is able to
simultaneously build a blockage to the fire whilst walking with constant speed, see Figure 2.
The fire, which ignited at time t0 , expands continuously and is affected by wind, i.e. it spreads
fast downwind and slowly upwind. The firefighter starts working at time t1 > t0 and is able to
work in any direction except into the fire. Additionally, he is not able to jump from one location
to another. Freezing the scene at time t1 generates a definition for fire speed: Let f ire(φ) be
the firefront at time t1 , turned, s.t. the maximum Euclidean distance between f ire(φ) and the
ignition point of the fire is at angle φ = 0 and is called f ire(0) =: A. Then the relative fire
speed of angle φ is defined as:
v(φ) := relspeed (φ) :=

f ire(φ)
s
A

where s < 1, the general fire speed parameter, is a parameter for the fire speed independent
from φ. The relative length of a continuous curve is defined analogously by weighing a taken
distance with the corresponding relative fire speed parameter.
If at any point t > t1 in time the scene is frozen, there exists some blockage to the fire. The
fire at time t is active on all points to which a geodesic line from the origin exists that does
CSCUBS 2015
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not cross any blockage and is of a relative length ≤ t. Note that it is sufficient to leave out the
time that the blockage was built, as the firefighter would have to move into the fire to build a
blockage at some point after the fire crossed this point.
The task for the firefighter is to contain the fire. This means he has to build a closed
blockage to the fire. By definition of the task, the fire will then be completely contained on the
inside of the blockage.
 
0
For simplification assume that the fire ignites in point 0 =
and the wind blows
0
from West to East, i.e. the fastest growing direction is at angle φ = 0. Within this paper we
want to concentrate on setups where the firefighter is always “touching” the fire. This strategy
of containing a wildland fire will be called Follow Fire (FF). FF is a strategy of the class of
spiraling strategies. Spiraling means that the agent visits the four coordinate axes in cyclic
order and with increasing distance from the ignition point. The distance does not need to be
globally monotonically increasing, but on any ray from the ignition point the intersections with
the firefighter’s path have to be in increasing order. The ideas of FF and spiraling strategies
were already proposed in [4].
Additionally, the fire affected by wind will be modeled by ellipses. Fix some time tb < t1 .
The ellipse at time tb is the firefront and
√ the area of the ellipse is the fire. Let a and b denote
the major and minor axis length, e = a2 − b2 the linear eccentricity of the ellipse at time tb
and define k := ab . Note that k remains constant for all t > tb , i.e. when the fire grows and thus
a, b and e grow. Function
ire(φ) can be derived from k. For details see [2] The firefighter
 f
A
starts working at point
, which is a point on the ellipse modeling the firefront at time t1 .
0
Hence, providing a general fire speed s < 1 as well as A > 0 and k > 1 defines a considerable
setup. From that given setup several questions analogous to [4] arise especially:
1. Geometric problem: What shape does the firefighter’s curve adopt, i.e. on what kind of
curve does the firefighter move? How can the curve be described?
2. Decision problem: Under which circumstances, i.e. parameter values for s, A, k, is it
possible to contain the fire?
3. Finding the Limit: What is, given parameters A, k, the limit for s, so that the firefighter
is able to contain the fire?

1.2

Modeling Wind

In order to transform real life data to the mathematical model of a spreading elliptical fire
front, Finney [3] proposed a formula to calculate parameter k from the midflame wind speed
U  in miles per hour:
k = 0.936 exp(0.2566U  ) + 0.461 exp(−0.1548U  ) − 0.397
As we want to calculate in km
h , the constants of the formula change for midflame wind speed
km
U in h :
k = 0.936 exp(0.413U ) + 0.461 exp(−0.2491U ) − 0.397
The formula was originally proposed by Anderson [1], but Finney added the additive term in
order to obtain k = 1, if no wind is present. The midflame wind speed is the wind speed at the
mid-height of the flames, which is usually at obstructed height. Thus, the wind gets obstructed
on its path, see Figure 3. Meteorologists measure wind usually at either 10 meter (∼ 33 ft)
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Figure 3: Midflame wind speed

or 20 ft (∼ 6.1 m) above any obstruction such as buildings, trees, etc. For details on factors
to obtain the midflame wind speed from measured wind speed see Rothermel [6]. In general
adjustment factors between 0.1 and 0.2 should be considered.

1.3

The Firefighter’s Path

In order to obtain a general formula for the firefighter’s path several steps were performed. The
main idea is to derive a formula for the gradient vector of the resulting curve from geometric
properties and use it to generate an initial value problem. This initial value problem can
be solved except for an integral within the solution. The calculated general formula for the
firefighter’s path dependent on an integral is:
 φ

 φ



r(φ) = exp  cot(α(t))dt + ln(A) = A exp  cot(α(t))dt
0

0

where r and φ denote distance and angle of a planar position (polar coordinates) and α(φ)
describes the gradient angle of r(φ). Hence, the formula derives the radius from a given angle
φ
of a position in polar coordinates. Note that 0 cot(α)dt = φ cot(α) holds, if α(φ) is constant
in φ. Hence,
r(φ) = A exp (φ cot(α))
holds in the circular case, as shown by R. Klein et al. [4] For details on the calculations see
[2]. Unfortunately the circular case is the only case to which an explicit formula was found.
Therefore a simulation was implemented as described in Section 2.

2

Simulation

In addition to the theoretical approaches a simulation of the Forward Approach was implemented in Java. The code is part of a code library. It is planned to publish the code at
www.geometrylab.de. Algorithm 1 gives a pseudo-code depiction of the simulation. The main
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ideas for the algorithm are from B. Schwarzwald [7].
Data: Parameters s, A, k
Result: Approximation of a curve by a set of points; Binary value, stating if a wall hit
has occurred
initialization: lp = (A, 0); ignitionP oint = (0, 0); setOf P oints = {ignitionP oint, lp};
p = initialStepsize;
while j < loopmax do
ellipse = by p ∗ s larger ellipse;
circle = circle with radius p around lp;
points = intersection points of ellipse and circle;
np = the point out of points, which is at higher φ;
setOf P oints + = np;
if curve intersects then
draw setOfPoints;
return true;
end
if “new ignition point” then
change ignition point;
reduce ellipse size;
end
ignitionP oint)
p = p∗dist(np,
dist(lp, ignitionP oint) ;
lp=np;
end
draw setOfPoints;
return false;
Algorithm 1: Simulation
The essence of the algorithm can be found within the for-loop. In each iteration an ellipse,
slightly larger compared to the previous iteration, and a small circle with center at the previously
computed point (“lp”) are intersected. Due to the setup, it is possible to assume that they
always intersect in exactly two points. Out of those the point has to be chosen, which has
a higher polar angle φ. Note that φ is not limited to 2π, but will grow further, i.e. it is not
calculated modulo 2π. The chosen point becomes the next point appearing in the output. Once
the first 2π turn is completed, the ignition point of the ellipse changes from (0, 0) to (A, 0) and
the ellipse size is reduced to fit the requirements. From this point on the ignition point changes
as soon as the ray starting in the currently used ignition point and passing the succeeding
output point is crossed. Rays created like this represent the discrete tangents of the resulting
curve. The algorithm terminates as soon as either the maximum number of iterations is hit, the
distance between resulting points exceeds some predefined value or the resulting curve, which is
computed as the sequence of linear connections between succeeding points, is self-intersecting.
In the first two cases the simulation rejects the input parameter set, while in the latter case the
simulation accepts the set.
Figure 4 shows a result of the simulation. The discrete green curve depicts the path, the
firefighter took up to some time step t generated by terminating the simulation after 120
iterations. The fire ignited in point 0 and the firefront at time t is depicted by the red curve.
Parameters used are A = 1, k = 53 and s = 0.8. It is visible in the lower part that the fire took
its path around the barrier while the firefighter built a blockage in the upper part. Although it
seems unlikely at first glance, the firefighter wins this race and creates a blockage in the fourth
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Figure 4: A result of the simulation
turn. The simulation was run under several parameter sets and furthermore, nested interval
search has been performed to obtain limit values. The results are evaluated in [2].

3

Conclusion

A model for fire fighting under the influence of wind was discussed. The firefighter’s curve could
not be mathematically described, yet a simulation was implemented. The resulting curves look
promising and limit search generating limit values of containable fires return reasonable values.
In future work these curves, values and assumptions need to be mathematically proven or
disproved in order to verify them. Furthermore, the presented formula only holds within the
first 2π turn of the firefighter’s path. Hence, finding a formula for the complete curve is still an
open problem to be solved.
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Abstract
We describe some necessary conditions for the existence of a Hamiltonian path in any
graph (in other words, for a graph to be traceable). These conditions result in a linear
time algorithm to decide the Hamiltonian path problem for cactus graphs. We apply this
algorithm to several molecular databases to report the numbers of graphs that are traceable
cactus graphs.

1

Introduction

A Hamiltonian path is a path in a graph G that contains each vertex of G exactly once. The
Hamiltonian path problem (i.e., does there exist a Hamiltonian path in a given graph G?) is a
well studied NP-complete problem with various applications [5]. Several algorithms have been
proposed to find a Hamiltonian path in a graph, or to decide that none exists. For example, Held
and Karp [6] give a O(n2 · 2n ) algorithm to compute a Hamiltonian path. Björklund [1] gives
a O(1.657n ) time algorithm to count the number of Hamiltonian paths in a graph, which can
also be used to decide the Hamiltonian path problem. Due to the exponential time complexity
of those and other algorithms, it would be beneficial to derive simple, fast tests that can be run
in advance to decide at least in some cases if there exists a Hamiltonian path, or not.
Many authors concentrated on sufficient conditions for a graph to be traceable (i.e., that it
contains a Hamiltonian path). E.g. Dirac [4] gives a lower bound on the number of edges in a
graph that implies the existence of a Hamiltonian path. Also, there is a wide range of graph
classes, where we know that a Hamiltonian path exists, e.g. complete graphs, cycles, paths, or
graphs of the platonic solids.
We go a different way and consider situations which do not allow for a Hamiltonian path.
That is, we define easily verifiable properties of graphs that prove that a graph is not traceable.
To our knowledge, there is much less work in this direction, most notably by Chvátal [2], that
introduces weakly Hamiltonian graphs and derives necessary conditions for a graph to contain
a Hamiltonian cycle. However, the paper uses quite involved concepts and the verification of
the conditions for a given graph is not straightforward. Our conditions, on the other hand, can
be checked in linear time and are easy to understand. They are based on partitioning a graph
G into its biconnected components and deriving a tree structure from those objects. In short,
a Hamiltonian path in G can only exist if this tree structure is a path.
We start by considering trees and continue by defining a tree structure using the biconnected
components of an arbitrary graph to devise conditions in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. As a direct
application of our necessary conditions, we devise a linear time algorithm for cactus graphs in
Theorem 3.1. Finally, we give statistics of a molecular dataset that were obtained using our
conditions.
1
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Nice Necessary Conditions

From now on, we only consider connected graphs, as otherwise there cannot be a Hamiltonian
path. We start by considering the Hamiltonian Path problem for trees. It is easy to see, that
a tree T has a Hamiltonian Path if and only if T is a path. We use standard graph notation,
see Diestels book [3] for definitions.
Lemma 2.1. A tree T has a Hamiltonian path if and only if T is a path.
Proof. “⇐” is clear. “⇒” Let T be a tree and P a Hamiltonian path in T . P contains all
vertices of T and has thus |V (G)| − 1 edges. Therefore, E(T ) = E(P ) and thus T is a path.
We will show that a generalized version of this holds for a tree structure defined on the
articulation vertices of any graph G. We need the following definition:
Definition 2.2. Let G be a connected graph. A vertex v ∈ V (G) is called articulation vertex if
its removal disconnects G, i.e., the graph G − v = (V  , E  ) is disconnected, where V  := V \ {v}
/ e}. The criticality of v is the number of connected components of
and E  := {e ∈ E : v ∈
G − v.
In a tree, every vertex that is not a leaf is an articulation vertex. We now prove the first
necessary condition. In the case of trees, it follows directly from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a traceable graph. Then all vertices have criticality at most 2.
Proof. Suppose there is a vertex v with criticality at least 3. Then G − v has three nonempty
connected components C1 , C2 , C3 . Let P be a Hamiltonian path of G and u1 (resp. u2 , u3 ) be
the first vertex in V (C1 ) (resp. V (C2 ), V (C3 )) occurring in P (w.l.o.g. in this order). Any path
connecting u1 ∈ V (C1 ) to u2 ∈ V (C2 ) in G needs to contain v. Otherwise, u and w would be
contained in the same connected component of G − v. The same is true for a path from u2 to
u3 . Therefore, P contains v at least twice, which is a contradiction to P being a path.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of the situation described in Lemma 2.3. Vertex v2 has
criticality 3 and therefore does not allow for a Hamiltonian path in the graph. The next lemma
focuses on biconnected components.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a traceable graph. Then each biconnected component of G contains at
most two articulation vertices.
Proof. Suppose there is a biconnected component B of G that contains three articulation vertices v1 , v2 , v3 . Removing vi ∈ {v1 , v2 , v3 } from G results in a disconnected graph Gi := G − vi .
Now, there exists a connected component Bi in Gi such that V (Bi ) ∩ V (B) = V (B) \ {vi } and
Bi is connected. Let Xi be the nonempty graph of all other connected components of G − vi .
To see this, remember that B is a biconnected component thus removing a single vertex does
not disconnect B and all vertices in V (B)\{vi } are contained in the same connected component
of G − vi . However, as vi is an articulation vertex, G − vi is disconnected and thus V (Xi ) = ∅.
As an example, Figure 1 shows Bi and Xi for the case vi = v1 .
Claim: V (Xi ) ∩ V (Xj ) = ∅ for all i = j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Using this claim, we can prove the lemma. A Hamiltonian path P of G needs to contain all
vertices in V (X1 ), V (X2 ), V (X3 ). But to get from any vertex in V (Xi ) to a vertex x ∈ V (Xj ),
it needs to pass through vi . To get from vi to x, the path must pass through vj , as vi ∈ V (Bj ).
Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that P needs to visit one of the
articulation vertices v1 , v2 , v3 at least twice, which is a contradiction to P being a path.
2
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v3

X3
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Figure 1: A cactus graph G without a Hamiltonian path. v2 has criticality 3 (Lemma 2.3) and
the biconnected component B contains three articulation vertices (Lemma 2.4).
Proof of Claim: Suppose there exists x ∈ V (Xi ) ∩ V (Xj ). As x ∈ V (Xi ) there exists a path
in Xi connecting x to a neighbor of vi in G. Thus removing xj would not disconnect x from
vi ∈ V (Bj ), which contradicts x ∈ V (Xj ).
Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 together show that on any graph G, the existence of a Hamiltonian path implies a path-structure on the biconnected components of G. More exactly, let
A(G) be the set of articulation vertices of G and B be the set of biconnected components of
G. We define a new graph A(G) = (A(G), E  ) where E  = {{v, w} : ∃B ∈ B : v, w ∈ V (B)}.
Then A(G) is a path. Therefore, the Hamiltonian path problem reduces to checking if these
two conditions hold and if there is a Hamiltonian path in each biconnected component, that
• starts at the first articulation vertex and ends at the second articulation vertex (if there
are two)
• starts at the articulation vertex (if there is one)
• starts and ends at arbitrary vertices (if there is no articulation vertex in G).
We call biconnected components that contain exactly one articulation vertex leaf components
and finish this section with an easy corollary of the above considerations.
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a traceable graph. Then there are either zero or two leaf components.
3
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Figure 2: A cactus graph on the left and a graph that is not a cactus on the right.

3

The Hamiltonian Path Algorithm for Cactus Graphs

The results of Section 2 imply a polynomial time algorithm for the Hamiltonian path problem
for cactus graphs. A cactus graph is a connected graph where every biconnected component is
either a single edge or a simple cycle. Figure 2 shows a cactus graph and a graph that is no
cactus.
Theorem 3.1. A cactus graph is traceable if and only if all of the following three conditions
hold:
• Each vertex has criticality at most two
• Each biconnected component contains at most two articulation vertices
• If a biconnected component contains two articulation vertices, they share an edge.
Proof. Each cycle is traceable, and each Hamiltonian path of a cycle C starts at an arbitrary
vertex of C and ends at one of its two neighbors. Edges are also traceable. “⇒” If a cactus
graph G is traceable then, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 the first two conditions hold. Let B be
a biconnected component of G that contains two articulation vertices. If B is an edge, then
the third condition holds trivially. If B is a cycle, then any Hamiltonian path must enter B
through one articulation vertex v, leave it through the other w and can never enter B again.
Therefore, the path from v to w must be a Hamiltonian path of B and therefore contains all
edges in E(B) except one, which must be {v, w}. “⇐” We construct a Hamiltonian path as
follows: If G is biconnected (i.e., it has no articulation vertices), we construct a Hamiltonian
path by removing an arbitrary edge. Otherwise, for each cycle, we remove the edge between
the two articulation vertices or one of the edges incident to the unique articulation vertex in
the cycle. Note that by this, each articulation vertex has degree two in the resulting graph P .
As vertices with criticality 0 have degree one or two in G, every vertex in P has degree less
than three. We have removed exactly one edge from each cycle of G, thus P contains no cycles
and is still connected. Therefore, P is a path.
We can check the conditions of Theorem 3.1 in linear time for a graph G as follows: First,
we check if G is connected by a simple breadth first search in linear time. Next, we compute the
biconnected components of G in linear time using Tarjans algorithm [9]. Having the biconnected
components (given as lists of edges), it is easy to compute the criticality of each vertex in G by
counting the number of biconnected components each vertex occurs in as an endpoint of at least
one edge. Having the criticality of each vertex, we can compute the number of critical vertices
per biconnected components by a single pass over its edge list. To check if G is a cactus graph,
we test if each biconnected component is either an edge or a simple cycle, which can also be
done by a single pass over all edges in a biconnected component. If there are exactly two, by
another pass we can check if the component contains an edge that contains both critical vertices.
Therefore, the algorithm can be implemented to run in linear time with a small constant.
4
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Some Statistics for Molecular Datasets

We implemented some variants of the proposed algorithm and applied them to three well studied
molecular datasets.
NCI-HIV consists of almost 43k compounds that are annotated with their activity against the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) provided by the National Cancer institute [7]. We
do not consider the annotations here, but merely use the molecular graph representations.
The median number of vertices and edges per graph are 41 and 43, respectively. The
database consumes 20.1M B in our textual file format.
NCI-2012 is a larger set of molecular graphs from the same source [7]. It consists of more
than 250k graphs with median number of vertices and edges 36 and 37, respectively. The
file size is 100.3M B.
ZINC is a subset of almost 9 million so called ’Lead-Like’ molecules from the zinc database
of purchasable chemical compounds [8]. The molecules were selected to have molar mass
between 250g/mol and 350g/mol and have median number of vertices and edges 43 and
44, respectively. The file size is roughly 3.8GB.
Figure 1 shows the number of graphs N , the number of connected cactus graphs C, the
number of traceable cactus graphs T , as well as the number of (arbitrary) graphs X that are
definitively not traceable. Furthermore, it reports the time ti needed by our implementation
to compute value i ∈ {N, C, T, X}. The numbers were computed by parsing the database
from a text file and checking property i for each graph in the respective database. Times were
measured using the GNU time command summing up sys and user times.
All experiments were done on an Intel Core i7-2600K with 8GB main memory running
Ubuntu 14.04 64bit. The algorithms were implemented in C and compiled using gcc 4.8.2
with optimization flag -O3 enabled. No multi-threading was used. Furthermore, due to the fact
that each graph can be processed separately, the maximum memory consumption at any time
was less than 10M B.
tN reports the time our implementation needs to parse the graph database, create graph
objects in memory, and dump them again. As you can see, the actual tests only add a small
overhead in time compared to just parsing the data. On the other hand, by checking if a graph
(a) is connected and (b) fulfills our two necessary conditions, we can declare most of the graphs
from all databases as non traceable. For example, for the ZINC dataset, we would only need
to further investigate 7 out of almost 9 million graphs to check if they are traceable, or not.

5

Conclusion

We have proposed two necessary conditions for a graph to be traceable that are easy and fast
to check. Using them, we proposed a linear time algorithm that decides if a cactus graph is
traceable. In more general practical settings, checking these conditions could be a first step,
that might, in many cases make applying one of the exponential time exact algorithms obsolete.
We evaluated our tests effectiveness in that respect on three molecular data sets of varying size
and showed that most molecular graphs can be easily identified as non-traceable using our
conditions.
In future work, our proposed algorithm can be extended to yield an exact polynomial time
algorithm for more general classes of graphs. Using our conditions, we can reduce the Hamiltonian path problem in a non-biconnected graph G to smaller Hamiltonian path problems in the
5
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N
C
X
T
tN
tC
tX
tT

NCI-HIV
42687
18028
42658
6
0.20
0.28
0.31
0.32

Pascal Welke

NCI-2012
249533
134478
249436
80
1.01
1.47
1.57
1.67

ZINC
8946757
6517109
8946750
0
39.37
56.50
63.94
70.31

Table 1: Statistics for three molecular data sets. The reported times are in seconds
biconnected components of G. We would only need to check if there is a Hamiltonian path in
each biconnected component that connects the two articulation vertices or starts at the unique
articulation vertex, respectively. This is possible in polynomial time if, for example, the number
of spanning trees in each biconnected component is bounded by a polynomial in the size of G.
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Abstract
We assume that the structure of a level in a platformer game has a profound influence
on the enjoyment of players. Another assumption is that, given levels created by expert
designers, it is possible to extract their structural properties and transfer them to new
levels. To make it an automatic process, in this paper we first propose a graph-based
representation of Super Mario Bros levels to encode their structure. Next, to abstract the
structural elements we extend an algorithm for learning a graph grammar, SubdueGL, to
produce a stochastic graph grammar. Then we describe our work in progress on generating
new levels from graphs produced by the graph grammar.

1

Introduction

In side-scrolling games such as Super Mario Bros, the player interacts with a simplified, twodimensional world made up of elements from a finite set. Conventionally, specialized designers
build the levels of the game, applying their creativity and experience to produce content exhibiting structural correctness (the player must be able to traverse the level from start to end),
interestingness for the player, and balanced difficulty among other quality features.
Professional designers are able to consistently construct high quality game levels. In other
words, their expert knowledge gets embedded in the resulting levels. We aim to create a learning
mechanism capable of extracting design concepts from a set of human-authored levels and to
use the acquired knowledge to algorithmically generate new ones. To that purpose we propose
to use stochastic graph grammars in their both qualities, descriptive and generative. That
is, first, given a set of levels, we will learn a grammar that encodes and abstracts structural
properties presented in these levels together with their respective probabilities of occurence.
Next, the inferred grammar will be used to generate new levels possessing the same properties.

2

Related work

Procedural Content Generation (PCG) techniques have been used to automatically generate
content for computer games since the early eighties [5]. Although the types of generated content,
techniques and algorithms employed are quite diverse, most of these applications have the same
general objective: to autonomously create elements, such as missions [3], spaces [10], textures
[24] and levels. The last one in particular, has been amply explored through a variety of
approaches.
Search-based techniques, such as evolutionary algorithms, genetic programming and other
forms of stochastic optimization have been employed in multiple ways. For instance, Cardamone
et al. [1] made use of a search-based, evolutionary approach to generate FPS1 levels, which
were represented as grids. Johnson [10] implemented a two-dimensional cellular automaton that
1 Acronym

for the genre First-Person Shooter.

1
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gives form to cave levels, also in grid configuration, by randomly carving tunnels on an initial
block.
The specific case of level generation for Super Mario Bros has also been explored. For
instance, Snodgrass and Ontañón [20] abstract levels as matrices and employ Markov Chains
to randomly generate new content. This representation is too simplistic, though. It is the
interactions of various elements of one level that defines its quality and these interactions are
too complex to be analyzed directly over a grid (i.e. matrix).
The PCG community starts to recognise the usefulness of grammars in representing levels.
Two notable examples are presented by Dormans [3] and Shaker et al. [19]. Dormans [3]
builds level layouts for adventure games over mission scripts, based on context-free and space
grammars. Shaker et al. [19] generate Super Mario Bros levels by using genetic programming
to search the space of derivable levels from a predefined grammar in a combined approach called
Grammatical Evolution (originally proposed by O’Neill et al. [15]). In this work we go a couple
of steps further by using context-free graph grammars to encode the relationships between
various elements of a level. These grammars are automatically learned from existing graphstructured data. Pavlidis [16] defined context-free graph grammars in the early seventies and
since then these have been extensively researched to extract knowledge from graphs. However,
inference of context-free graph grammars remains a scarcely explored topic. Up to now, a
handful of algorithms exist for the task [11], which are mostly built upon ideas from graphbased data mining.
As pointed out by Cook and Holder [6], the most important approaches to graph-based
data mining are based on the idea of frequent subgraph mining. For instance, the algorithms
gSpan [23], AGM (Apriori-based Graph Mining) [8] and Subdue [2] aim at discovering patterns
commonly occurring in a given graph-structured database. The gSpan algorithm performs a
deep-first search for frequent subgraphs based on a lexicographic ordering defined on sequences
of nodes an edges. AGM focuses on performing a complete search for all frequent subgraphs
in the data by extending the Apriori algorithm [8], originally developed for basket analysis.
Subdue finds subgraphs that compress the input as much as possible, by seeking a balance
between size and support.
Regarding context-free graph grammar learning, Jeltsch et al. [9] proposed an algorithm
to induce hyper-edge replacement graph grammars from a set of sample graphs, by iteratively
decomposing and merging them into a set of rules that specify how hyper-edges are to be
expanded into new graphs. However, this approach can only be applied to sample graphs that
are unlabeled and undirected, which would be a considerable limitation in our case. Likewise,
Kukluk et al. [12] infer hyper-edge replacement graph grammars, by searching for isomorphic
subgraphs that are frequent and compress the input graph as much as possible. The productions
(i. e. rules) of the resulting graph grammars specify the non-terminal edges (left-hand sides)
that can be replaced by a subgraph (right-hand sides), when expanding a graph. The nonterminal edges at the left-hand sides link two nodes only. This limits the number of possible
connections that can be established between the subgraph inserted at the non-terminal edge to
a maximum of two.
Jonyer et al. [11] proposed the algorithm called SubdueGL for context-free graph grammar induction, based on Subdue. Given a graph as input, SubdueGL learns a Node Label
Controlled (NLC) context-free graph grammar, striving to achieve an optimal balance between
the size of the substructures and their frequency of occurrence. It supports labeled nodes and
edges and can handle undirected and directed graphs. Moreover, NLC graph grammars are
more flexible than their hyper-edge replacement counterparts, as they make use of connection
rules to specify how subgraphs expanding non-terminals get connected in place. For this reason,
2
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we chose SubdeGL to learn the graph grammars that will drive our PCG system.
To the best of our knowledge, graph grammars have not been applied as yet to algorithmically generate game contents. Nevertheless, they have shown promising results in a diversity of
fields. Zhao et al. [25] proposed a graph grammar based approach to discover patterns in the
execution of programs. Genea and Brezovan [4] use graph grammars to perform syntactical representation and retrieval on a database of images. Cook and Holder [2] have also experimented
with the application of graph grammar learning to the discovery of interesting structures in
chemical compounds.

3

Representation of levels

From an implementation perspective, Super Mario Bros levels are represented as a matrix of
bytes, with dimensions width × height. Each entry corresponds to a sprite, defined here as an
atomic game element (e.g. a brick block, power-up, coin, etc.). In this paper, we will refer to
the matrix of a level as its grid and denote it by M .
In contrast, from an analytical point of view, Super Mario Bros levels are composed of
elements that are not isolated, but relate to each other in different ways. Certainly, the matrix
representation of a level implicitly contains all the information about its elements and their
interrelations, but this information is encoded in a convoluted manner, making access to it
a daunting task. An explicit and succinct representation of the levels is fundamental for the
development of effective algorithms for learning and procedurally generating content. For instance, the ability to model the relationships among level components is crucial to generate
correct results. Hence, we suggest to use graphs as a representation of levels, where nodes are
various elements and edges encode their relationships.

3.1

Levels as graphs

Our PCG system generates levels for the framework Infinite Mario Bros, a clone of the classic
Super Mario Bros developed by Nintendo [21]. As the original game, Infinite Mario Bros is an
archetype of the platformer genre, which means that its levels are structured around platforms
the player can reach and walk upon. Considering this trait of our target game and after
analyzing its mechanics, we designed a graph abstraction of the levels based on the concept of
platf orm.
We represent Super Mario Bros levels as directed graphs G =< V, E >, with V a set of nodes
and E ⊆ V × V a set of edges. Nodes and edges are labelled with labels from the sets ∆ and ∆E
respectively. The set ∆ is made up of the names of all the game elements of interest, such as
coins, power-up boxes, rocks, pipes, brick blocks, etc. The set ∆E comprises the relationships
between these elements, as explained below.
3.1.1

Relationships among elements

One of the most significant advantages of using graphs, is that they enable us to establish
semantic relationships between the elements of the levels. Specifically, edges allow to connect
several elements and to give a meaning to those connections. We use these relationships to
define two classes of elements essential to our graph representation:
Platforms are groups of solid sprites (e.g. brick blocks, rocks, pipes) that are consecutive
and lie on the same row of the level matrix. They form solid positions upon which the
character can stand and whence he can reach other elements.
3
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Figure 1: Reachability area of a platform, delimited by the dashed lines. The triangles ys and
yt depict the reachability pyramids of the start and end nodes.
In a level graph, platforms are represented by edges, labeled as platform and connecting
two nodes, respectively the first and last sprite of the actual platform. Both nodes must
have labels corresponding to solid sprites. In addition, platform edges have a length
attribute, stating the number of sprites it spans.
Along these lines, we denote platforms by p = (ps , pt ) ∈ V × V , where ps and pt are the
start and end nodes. It can be the case that ps and pt are the same node, which entails
that the platform consists of a single sprite.
Item clusters are subgraphs, denoted by C = {c1 , ..., cn } ⊆ V . They represent conglomerates
of sprites that are not solid, but still interact with the player (e.g. coins, power-ups,
enemies). If the cluster contains more than one sprite, each one of them has at least one
neighbor. That is, another sprite in the same cluster located at a distance lower than an
established threshold.
Item clusters are represented within level graphs, by sets of nodes labeled as non-solid
sprites. Each of these nodes is connected with its closest neighbor, through an edge
labeled as cluster. Note that the definition above allows for single-node clusters.
Moreover, the concept of reachability, fundamental to our approach, is described in terms
of a relationship between nodes.
Let G =< V, E > be a graph representing a level grid M and px ∈ V a node that is part of
a platform. We define the reachability pyramid of px , as the isosceles triangle having px at
the center of its base and spanning the area of M directly above it.
Now, let v ∈ V be a node and p = (ps , pt ) ∈ V × V a platform. The node v is said to be
reachable from p, if and only if the position of v in M is contained in the reachability pyramid
of ps or pt , or the rectangle delimited by the top of these pyramids and by ps and pt . Figure 1
illustrates these ideas.
Finally, let p = (ps , pt ), q = (qs , qt ) ∈ V × V be two platforms. We say that q is reachable
from p, if and only if either (or both), qs and qt are reachable from p.
Regarding the graph abstraction, reachability relationships between a platform p and other
platforms or item clusters, are represented as edges with label reach, connecting the node of p
and of the reached element that are closest to each other.

3.2

Transformation of level grids into graphs

As aforementioned, in Infinite Mario Bros levels are stored as matrices of bytes (i.e. level
grids). In order to obtain the graph representation of the example levels we will learn from,
we implemented an algorithm to transform a level in matrix form M , into a graph G. The
4
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Figure 2: Fragment of a level and its graph representation.
structure of the resulting graph is as described above: it will be made up of platforms and item
clusters, connected by reach edges.
The algorithm consists of two major stages:
1. Detection of elements: platforms and item clusters are detected by scanning the level
grid M row by row.
Platforms are built by grouping adjacent sprites, found at the same row and that are
suitable to be part of a platform.
Item clusters are constructed through a simplified version of the GDBSCAN algorithm
[18]. They are built up starting at a non-solid, interactive sprite, then expanding the cluster to its closest neighbor and repeating the process therefrom, until no further expansion
is possible.
2. Assembly of reachability edges: once all platforms and item clusters in the map
have been constructed, the algorithm evaluates which elements are reachable from each
platform and inserts reach labeled edges accordingly.
As the result, the transformation returns a graph representation of the level, as required by
the learning algorithm.
Level grids are built from graphs in two stages: First, the main structure of the level is
constructed, by rendering the platforms and item clusters on the grid. Second, adornments
such as background sprites are randomly added around the main structure. Figure 2 shows the
graph representation corresponding to a part of a playable level.

4

Learning from level graphs

We hypothesize that human-authored, high-quality levels contain design paradigms reflecting
the knowledge of the designers who created them. Furthermore, we assume that this knowledge
is encoded in a way representable by graphs.
5
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Under these assumptions, graph data mining techniques can be applied to extract the knowledge embedded in a set of human-authored levels. Specifically, we implemented the SubdueGL
algorithm [11] to induce context-free graph grammars, expected to define patterns frequently
observed in high-quality levels. That is, they should specify how game elements are to be
combined to compose new good levels.

4.1

Node Label Controlled graph grammars

Specifically, SubdueGL learns Node Label Controlled (NLC) graph grammars. As defined in
[17], an NLC graph grammar R is context-free and has the form:
R = (Σ, ∆, P, C, S) ,
where
Σ: whole alphabet of node labels (terminals and non-terminals);
∆: alphabet of non-terminal node labels (as in section 3.1);
P : set of productions in the form: z → α, with z ∈ Σ \ ∆ a non-terminal node label and α a
graph;
C: Connection relation. A set of pairs < s, t >∈ ∆ × ∆;
S: Initial graph, if it’s a single non-terminal node, also known as start symbol.
The node label controlled aspect of R, implies that α would be connected to the neighborhood
of the replaced node by means of a connecting mechanism [17]. For a production rule z → α it
operates by adding an edge from a node labeled s in the neighborhood of z, to a node labeled
t in α, for each connection instruction (s, t) ∈ C.
As aforesaid, SubdueGL discovers the set of best substructures in the input graph, with
respect to the MDL principle. For each substructure αi in this set, a production P = zi → αi
is added to the resulting NLC graph grammar.

4.2

Stochastic NLC graph grammars

To accurately represent the occurrences of found substructures, we extend SubdueGL to learn
stochastic NLC graph grammars (abbreviated henceforth as SNLCGGs).
An SNLCGGs G, has probabilities
pz,1 , ..., pz,nz associated to 
its productions z → α1 , ..., z → αnz , in such a way that for a
nz
particular left-hand side z,
j=1 pz,j = 1. Hence, during the learning a “probability of being
applied” has to be estimated for each discovered substructure and associated to the derived
productions.
As proposed by Oates et al. in [14], a maximum-likelihood estimate for the probability of
application of a production z → α, provided a set of example graphs GX = {G1 , ..., Gm }, can
be computed as:
c (z → α|GX )
p̂ (z → α) = 
δ c (z → δ|GX )

We employ SubdueGL to infer an NLC graph grammar from the set of example graphs GX .
On each iteration, SubdueGL discovers frequent substructures and synthesizes them as righthand sides of productions z → α. Thus, the total number of times a production was observed
6
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Figure 3: A stochastic graph grammar.
when building the graph grammar, namely c(z → α|GX ), can be computed as a byproduct of
SubdueGL. Suppose that SubdueGL is run on a source graph Gm ∈ GX and as the result, a
set of substructures B = {αi : i ∈ [1, k] ∧ αi ⊆ Gm } are chosen to become productions. Each
substructure appears c (αi ) times in the input graph. The resulting productions are:
P = {z → αi : i ∈ [1, k] ∧ αi ⊆ Gm }, with z non-terminal
Their associated probabilities are computed as:
c (αi )
p̂ (z → αi ) = 
c (δ)
δ∈B


Note that, it also holds δ∈B p̂ (x → δ) = 1.
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the graph grammars as learned by our algorithm.

5

Level generation

The level generation algorithm will first create a new graph using the learned grammar: It
will expand an initial graph (e.g. a non-terminal node representing the start of the level) by
iteratively applying the productions of the SNLCGG. On each iteration, the algorithm expands
a non-terminal node with label z. To do so, it selects a production z → α, in accordance with
the probabilities having z at the left-hand side. We expect the resultant generated graphs, to
be structurally similar to the examples from which they were derived. In the next step, the
so generated graph is transformed into a level grid and additional details such as background
sprites will be rendered onto it.

6

Evaluation

Although at this point our PCG system is still work in progress, we have envisioned some
strategies to evaluate the resulting levels from both theoretical and user-oriented perspectives.

6.1

Random variables about generated graphs as proof of consistency

As generative models, SNLCGGs are able to sprout new graphs that can be characterized by
measures such as the number of nodes and edges and the degree of a randomly-selected node.
7
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As graphs are generated through the productions of the graph grammar, it is clear that their
structure determines the expected values of these measures on newly generated graphs. We
intend to take advantage of this fact by defining two random variables: total number of nodes
and edges over the generated graphs, which we will then use to validate their consistency. We
do so by counting the number of nodes and edges on the input graphs. These values are then
compared with the corresponding estimations obtained from the inferred grammars, as described
in section 6.1.1. Similar values would indicate that the inferred grammars are consistent with
the examples. Moreover, with the purpose of verifying the validity of our method to estimate
the aforesaid random variables, their expected values are computed through a graph grammar
inferred by our system. Afterwards, we compare these values with the actual number of nodes
and edges of a set graphs generated by this very graph grammar. We expect the differences to
be very close to zero if the graphs generated properly abide by the graph grammar.
6.1.1

Estimation of probability distributions from SNLCGGs

Mukherjee et al. [13] showed that the probability mass functions underlying the aforesaid
random variables, can be computed from the SNLCGG used to generate the graph. However,
their work was limited to hyper-edge replacement graph grammars. In this section we adapt
their calculations to the case of SNLCGGs and consequently, we follow their notation.
We refer to an SNLCGG G. Since SNLCGGs are context-free by definition, G is composed
of productions in the form: z → α, with z ∈ Σ \ ∆ a non-terminal and α a graph. That is, G
contains nz productions with z as left-hand side, that are denoted z → α1 , ..., z → αj ..., z →
α nz .
The right hand sides of z → αj are graphs containing az,j edges, vz,j terminal nodes and hz,j
non-terminal nodes, namely zj,1 , ..., zj,hz,j . We will also employ the function δ(a, b) as defined
by Oates and Mukherjee [13] to yield 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise.
Given that in our case, a graph is generated by expanding a non-terminal z through an
SNLCGG G, we focus on two of the random variables proposed by [13], as mentioned above: the
number of nodes and edges in the graph. We denote their probability distributions as Pznode (n)
and Pzedge (n) respectively. In the following sections, we seek to compute the probability mass
functions governing these variables in the case of SNLCGGs.
6.1.2

Distribution of the number of nodes for SNLCGGs

When using an SNLCGG as a generative model, it would be interesting to estimate how many
nodes the generated graphs might contain. As proposed by [13], the probability mass function
of the number of nodes in a graph derived from a non-terminal z, can be defined as:
Pznode (n)

=

nz


node
pz,j Pz,j
(n)

(1)

j=1

node
(n) is the probability of generating a graph with n nodes, when expanding z
Where Pz,j
by a specific production z → αj .
node
Where Pz,j
(n) is the probability of generating a graph with n nodes, when expanding
z by a specific production z → αj . When a graph is expanded by an SNLCGG, each of its
non-terminal nodes are replaced with a subgraph. These graphs are known in the literature as
host and daughter respectively [17]. The expansion process is directed by the productions of
the grammar. For instance, suppose that the graph being expanded has a non-terminal node
labeled z and that the SNLCGG comprises a set of nz productions {z → α1 , ..., z → αnz }.

8
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One of the productions in this set is randomly chosen to expand z, in accordance with their
probabilities pz,1 , ..., pz,nz . Finally, the embedding is performed. In this step, z is replaced with
the graph α taken from the right-hand side (daughter graph) of the chosen production.
The node-label controlled aspect of SNLCGGs implies that the daughter graph is connected
to the rest of the host graph by means of a connecting mechanism, as described in [17]. This
means that the total number of nodes added to the host graph after expanding any non-terminal
node, is the same as the number of nodes in the right-hand side of the chosen production.
Therefore, the equation (1) is valid, along with:


if αj is a terminal graph.
δ(n, vz,j )

h
node
z,j

Pz,j (n) =
(2)
Pznode
(nk ) otherwise.


j,k
n1 ,...,nhz,j k=1

As aforementioned, hz,j is the number of non-terminal nodes in the right-hand side of the
production z → αj . The summation at the otherwise case adds up all the ways these nonterminal nodes could be expanded, so that at the end, the graph resulting from the expansion
has n nodes. Thus, as remarked in [13], the summation runs over all the positive-integer
solutions of the equation n1 + ... + nhz,j + vz,j = n.
The product within the summation computes the joint probability that every non-terminal
αj ends up being expanded to a graph with nk nodes. This assumes that the expansion of each
(nk ) is the probability
non-terminal node is performed independently. This means that Pznode
j,k
of getting a graph with nk nodes, when expanding the non-terminal k of αj . Note also that
zj,k refers to the label of the non-terminal k and may be different from z.
Note that, in contrast with their hyper-edge replacement counterparts, SNLCGGs do not
have external nodes in their productions. These kind of nodes are used in Hyper-edge Replacement grammars to specify how the right-hand side of a production is to be “glued into” the
host graph. Therefore, we omit the distinction between internal and external nodes introduced
by [13].
6.1.3

Number of edges in a derived graph

Another feature of interest about randomly generated graphs, is their number of edges. As [13]
did for HR grammars, we develop a method to compute the probability mass function Pzedge (n)
of the number of edges, in graphs derived from a non-terminal node z by an SNLCGG graph
grammar.
When a non-terminal z is expanded by an SNCLGG, the number of edges in the derived
graph depends solely on the production chosen to expand it, as descried in section 6.1.2:
Pzedge (n)

=

nz


edge
pz,j Pz,j
(n)

(3)

j=1

edge
(n) is the probability of generating a graph with n edges, when expanding z
Where Pz,j
by a production z → αj . This, applied to a graph made up of a single non-terminal z, is
quite straightforward. However, right-hand sides of productions are usually graphs containing
multiple nodes, several of which can be non-terminals. When expanded, these non-terminal
nodes are replaced with a daughter graph, which is attached to the rest of the graph. This
edge
(n) in our case.
embedding process is crucial in the computation of Pz,j
As remarked in section 6.1.2, SNLCGGs use a connecting mechanism to embed the righthand side of a production (i.e. daughter node) into the host graph. This makes the number

9
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of edges added to the host graph when expanding a non-terminal node zj,k , by a production
z → αj , depend on two factors:
• The neighborhood of zj,k (the nodes in the host graph that are connected to zj,k ).
• The embedding relation of the SNLCGG, as it determines which nodes of the daughter
graph will get connected to the neighborhood of zj,k .
edge
(n) can be computed as follows in the SNLCGG case:
In this order of ideas, Pz,j

edge
(n)
Pz,j

=






δ(n, az,j )




 n1 ,...,nhz,j

m1 ,...,mhz,j

h
z,j

k=1

Pzedge
(nk )Pzconn
(mk )
j,k
j,k

if is αj terminal graph.
otherwise.

(4)

edge
(n), the summation considers all the possible combinations of the
Note that as in Pz,j
numbers of edges that can result from expanding the hz,j non-terminals of αj . These are denoted
by {n1 , ..., nhz,j }. Furthermore, in this case we have to reckon with the edges introduced by the
embedding. For this reason, the set of variables {m1 , ..., mhz,j } is introduced as the numbers
of connecting edges added by expanding the hz,j non-terminals.
Thus, in this case the summation runs over all the integer solutions of: (n1 + m1 ) + ... +
= n, where aterm
is the number of terminal nodes in αj .
(nhz,j + mhz,j ) + aterm
z,j
z,j
conn
Moreover, Pzj,k (mk ) is the probability that mk connecting edges are added by the embedding of the daughter graph set to replace the non-terminal zj,k .
The joint probability of getting nk + mk edges after the embedding can be computed as
(nk )Pzconn
(mk ), because the number of connecting edges depends on the connection
a Pzedge
j,k
j,k
relation of the grammar and on the nodes of αk , but not on its edges.

6.2

User experience evaluation

We also plan to evaluate the generated levels from a user-oriented perspective, to verify whether
the quality features of the examples are preserved and at the same time, are novel enough to
amuse human players. To do so, we intend to use metrics proposed by Shaker et al. in [19] to
compare the levels used as training instances with the newly generated levels. Furthermore, we
would design an experiment involving human players to qualitatively evaluate how enjoyable are
our results and to compare our system against existing level generators for Infinite Mario Bros,
namely (i) the default generator included as part of the framework, as developed by Markus
Persson; (ii) the GE generator by Shaker et al. [19], based on grammar evolution; (iii) the
winner of the Mario AI Championship 2012 [22], an approach driven by the player’s score, as
presented by Chen et al. A set of levels will be generated through each system and split into
random groups. Each participant will get assigned a different group to be played and at the
end of the trial, they will be asked to rank the levels as to their preference.

7

Current status of the project

We have implemented the algorithm to transform level grids (matrices of bytes) into graphs
as described in section 3.2. The stochastic version of SubdueGL, as specified in section 4, is
also implemented and SNLCGGs are now being generated. The level generation process is yet
to be implemented. This includes the algorithm we will use to expand random graphs from
10
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graph grammars, the transformation of a level graph into an equivalent grid and the rendering
of details.

8

Preliminary conclusions

Although our PCG system is still under development, we have already some insights about the
challenges to overcome in its next stages and about the performance of the graph data mining
techniques applied so far. From our current implementation of SubdueGL, it is clear that the
algorithm is suitable to generate SNLCGGs from a set of example graphs. Our initial tests
have shown promising results about its ability to discover interesting, frequent substructures
(i. e. subgraphs).
However, our implementation of SubdueGL posed several technical challenges, such as
the necessity of designing data structures that are both, space-efficient and quickly-accessible.
We defined two hash-tables, mapping the combinations of node and edges along which a substructure is expanded, to the resulting substructures. This technique considerably reduced the
number of ”is-isomorphic” operations executed when during the expansion step of SubdueGL.
These so called ”is-isomorphic” operations compute the similarity between substructure instances (i. e. subgraphs as observed in the examples). It was also necessary to find a method to
perform them efficiently. For this purpose, we employed the implementation of the is-isomorphic
algorithm provided as part of the igraph library [7] and implemented custom functions to check
the compatibility of nodes and edges based on their labels.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the methods used by our team in the KDD Cup, 2014. We will
also see some analysis of the data and comparison of several methods that were used during
the course of the competition followed by some discussion on how the current result can
be improved further.

1

Introduction

The KDD Cup is the annual knowledge discovery and data mining competition organized by
ACM SIGKDD (Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining). Since 1997,
ACM SIGKDD has organized these competitions every year and they have attracted a lot of
attention from data scientists all around the globe. KDD Cup is considered premier annual
data mining competition.
KDD Cup 2014 focussed on ”predicting excitement at Donorschoose.org” [1]. Donorschoose
is an online charity which helps teachers and students to fund their projects from the crowd.
Teachers from every school in United States of America post their projects on the Donorschoose
website and people donate to these projects. As soon as the donation goal is met, the funds are
transferred to the respective schools and projects kick off. Figure 1 shows the funding raised
by Donorschoose.org since 2003.

Figure 1: Funding raised by Donorschoose since 2003
The task of KDD Cup, 2014 was to find out which of the projects posted on the Donorschoose
website are ”exciting” for business at the time of posting. There are a number of factors which
contribute to a project being ”exciting” and they will be discussed in Section 2.
If ”exciting” projects can be identified at the time of posting, they can be recommended
to the donors thus funding them early which will further help the students in need receive
materials to learn early.
1
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Kaggle.com [2] provided the platform for the competition. It consisted of two leaderboards,
one public leaderboard with 45% test dataset and private leaderbaord with 55% test data. The
final rank was calculated on the private dataset which was announced after the competition
deadline. A total of 472 teams participated in KDD Cup - 2014.
In the next section we discuss the dataset provided by Donorschoose.org, followed by the
metric used to evaluate the results. Section 4 discusses the different features and machine
learning models used by us during the course of competition and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Data

The dataset provided to the competitors was in a relational format. The data was split by
dates and any data prior to 01-01-2014 constituted the training data. Predictions were to be
made on data points after 31-12-2013. There were a total of 664099 projects in the dataset.
The target column was only the ise xciting column from outcomes.csv. It is to be noted that
outcomes.csv was only available for the training data set.
The dataset consisted of the following files:
• donations.csv - Information about project donations in the training set.
• essays.csv - Project text posted by teachers.
• projects.csv - Information about each project.
• resources.csv - Information about the resources requested for each project.
• outcomes.csv - Outcomes of the projects in the training set. The outcomes are binary
target variables.
Competitors had to make probability predictions for every project id in the test dataset. The
higher the probabilities, the more exciting are the projects. The organizers used the following
criteria to mark a project as ”exciting”:
• Project should be fully funded.
• Project should have atleast one teacher-acquired donor.
• Project should have a higher than average percentage of donors leaving an original message
• There should be atleast one green donation.
• Atleast one donation from three or more non teacher-acquired donors.
• Atleast one non teacher-acquired donor with donation more than $100.
• Atleast one donation from a ”thoughtful donor”.
The dataset files had numerous data columns. An overview of the different data fields and
their explanation is provided in the Appendix.
In the next section we discuss AUC which was the evaluation metric for KDD Cup 2014.
2
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Evaluation Metric

The submissions in KDD Cup, 2014 were evaluated on the basis of area under the ROC (Receiver
Operating Characteristic) curve or simply AUC [3]. AUC lies between 0 and 1 and is mostly
used in case of binary classification when the dataset is skewed. A skewed dataset consists of a
biased number of data points for one of the classes in binary classification.
ROC curve is a curve between the False Positive Rate (FPR) and True Positive Rate (TPR).
TPR and FPR are given by,
TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(1)

FPR =

FP
FP + TN

(2)

and

where TP = True Positives, FN = False Negatives, FP = False Positives and TN = True
Negatives.
The higher the area under ROC curve, the better is the classification. For this purpose we
try to minimize the FPR and maximize TPR. A perfect classification will have an AUC of 1.0.
An example of ROC curve is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: An example of ROC Curve for a noisy dataset
The ROC curve is based on a threshold (a number between 0 and 1). The threshold is used
to separate the non-exciting projects from the exciting ones.
The next section discusses some interesting points about the provided dataset and the
features that were engineered during the course of the competition.
3
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A number of trends were observed in the dataset and some of them have been discussed here.
Since the percentage of exciting samples in the dataset was only approximately 6%, the
dataset is highly skewed and thus the evaluation metric is AUC (as discussed in Section. 3).
Figure. 3 shows a histogram of essay lengths for different projects in the training dataset.

Figure 3: Histogram of essay lengths
It is observed that most of the essays have 1000-2000 words. This is also a very good feature
and a benchmark, which we will see in following sections.
We also observe that as year increases, the number of exciting projects in the dataset
increases. The years with no exciting projects were removed from the training dataset.

Figure 4: Number of exciting projects every year
4
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A similar trend is observed in the number of exciting projects before fall as shown in Figure
5. These trends were derived from the features available in the dataset. The month a project
was posted was provided to the competitors.

Figure 5: Number of exciting projects every month

This shows that people tend to donate more before start of new semester and most of the
projects posted between August and October are exciting.
Similarly, a number of other trends like exciting projects from high poverty areas, the grade
level of students, excitement for different resource types etc. were also obtained from the
dataset. These findings, however, did not add any valuable information for model building.
The training dataset consisted of 619326 samples and test dataset consisted of 44772 samples. Due to high dimensionality of features associated with the dataset, it needed careful
preprocessing and generation of new features from the provided features which is also known
as feature engineering. We started with extraction of some of the very basic features from the
dataset and then used some feature combinations and advanced features.
The most basic model was using essay length as the predictions for the test dataset, which
was also the benchmark in the competition. The essay length benchmark provided a public
score of 0.54746 and private score of 0.54531.
A very simple way to beat the score of essay length benchmark was to use TF-IDF (Term
Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) features on essay descriptions and essay text. Different n-grams were evaluated using cross-validation and used. The most valuable n-grams from
model’s perspective were (1,1) and (2,2). This formed the first basic model which gave a public
leaderboard score of 0.57. A stochastic gradient descent [7] was used for the TF-IDF features
because of its high sparsity.
To improve further, feature importances were evaluated using a Random Forest classifier
[4]. The feature importances are shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that to find the feature
importances using Random Forest [4], text columns were removed and the categorical columns
were factorized. We also added counts of some of the categorical columns to the dataset.
5
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Figure 6: Feature Importances
Random Forest on the features selected in this way gave an AUC of 0.61 on the public
leaderboard.
Further, we trained several models with extreme gradient boosting machines [5], with a
heavy grid search and went for ensemble learning methods on these features (selected using
random forest and essay features). A number of diverse classifiers when combined together
produce much better result than any single classifiers. This method boosted the AUC score to
0.63.
To gain extra 2.5% improvement in the score, one-hot encoding of the categorical variables
was done and features were limited so that the dataset fits in the memory. Also, features like
counts of different variables using a windowing technique based on the date of posting of the
project was trained using a extreme gradient boosted machine (xgboost). These windowed
count features on all the variables combined with factors gave a score of 0.657 on the public
leaderboard.
The ensembles were created in the following manner,

P =

w1 ∗ M1 + w2 ∗ M2 + ... + wn ∗ Mn
w1 + w2 + ... + wn

(3)

where, P is the final prediction, w is weight of model and M are the models. The weights
were calculated using cross-validation.
6
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Result and Conclusion

The ensemble method on different features and feature subsets gave us a public leaderboard
score of 0.65786 and a private score of 0.64878. Our final standing was 10th out of 472 teams.

Figure 7: Final leaderboard
One thing we did not try is the linear decay in the predictions for test dataset. A linear
decay factor from 1 to 0.3 is used for the dates from 01-01-2014 to 12-05-2014 boosts the AUC
since some projects are too recent to be exciting.

Figure 8: Post-deadline submission with linear decay
For all our implementations we used python and scikit-learn [6].
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Appendix: Detailed Description of Variables in Dataset
• donations.csv
– donationid - unique donations identifier
– projectid - unique project identifier
– donor acctid - unique donor identifier
– donor city - donor’s city
– donor state - donor’s state
– donor zip - postal code of donor
– is teacher acct - is the donor a teacher?
– donation timestamp - timestamp of donation
– donation to project - amount donated to project excluding optional support
– donation optional support - total optional support amount
– donation total - total amount donated
– dollar amount - total amount donated in USD
– donation included optional support - whether donation included tip for Donorschoose.org
– payment method - donation payment method
– payment included acct credit - whether a portion of a donation used account credits
redemption
– payment included campaign gift card - if any portion of donation was provided using
a gift card
– payment included web purchased gift card - whether a portion of a donation included citizen purchased giftcard
– payment was promo matched - whether a donation was matched 1-1 with corporate
funds
– via giving page - donation given via a campaign page
– for honoree - donation made for an honoree
– donation message - donation comment message
• essays.csv
– projectid - unique project identifier
– teacher acctid - teacher id that created a project
– title - title of the project
– short description - description of a project
8
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– need statement - need statement of a project
– essay - complete project essay
• projects.csv
– projectid - project’s unique identifier
– teacher acctid - teacher’s unique identifier
– schoolid - school’s unique identifier
– school ncesid - public National Center for Ed Statistics id
– school latitude - school’s latitude
– school longitude - school’s longitude
– school city - school’s city
– school state - school’s state
– school zip - postal code of the school
– school metro - which metro the school lies in
– school district - school’s district
– school county - county of school
– school charter - whether a public charter school or not
– school magnet - whether a public magnet school or not
– school year round - whether a public year round school or not
– school nlns - whether a public nlns school or not
– school kipp - whether a public kipp school or not
– school charter ready promise - whether a public ready promise school or not
– teacher prefix - teacher’s gender
– teacher teach for america - Teach for America or not
– teacher ny teaching fellow - New York teaching fellow or not
– primary focus subject - main subject for which project materials are intended
– primary focus area - main subject area for which project materials are intended
– secondary focus subject - secondary subject
– secondary focus area - secondary subject area
– resource type - main type of resources requested by a project
– poverty level - school’s poverty level.
– grade level - grade level for which project materials are intended
– fulfillment labor materials - cost of fulfillment
– total price excluding optional support - project cost excluding optional tip that
donors give to DonorsChoose.org while funding a project
– total price including optional support - project cost including optional tip that
donors give to DonorsChoose.org while funding a project
– students reached - number of students impacted by a project
9
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– eligible double your impact match - project was eligible for a 50% off offer by a
corporate partner
– eligible almost home match - project was eligible for a $100 boost offer by a corporate
partner
– date posted - date a project went live on the site
• resources.csv
– resourceid - unique resource id
– projectid - project id that requested resources for a classroom
– vendorid - vendor id that supplies resources to a project
– vendor name - vendor’s name that supplies resources to a project
– project resource type - type of resource
– item name - resource name (ex: ipad 32 GB)
– item number - resource item identifier
– item unit price - unit price of the resource
– item quantity - number of a specific item requested by a teacher
• outcomes.csv
– is exciting - ground truth of whether a project is exciting from business perspective
– at least 1 teacher referred donor - teacher referred = donor donated because teacher
shared a link or publicized their page
– fully funded - project was successfully completed
– at least 1 green donation - a green donation is a donation made with credit card,
PayPal, Amazon or check
– great chat - project has a comment thread with greater than average unique comments
– three or more non teacher referred donors - non-teacher referred is a donor that
landed on the site by means other than a teacher referral link/page
– one non teacher referred donor giving 100 plus - see above
– donation from thoughtful donor - a curated list of 15 donors that are power donors
and picky choosers (we trust them selecting great projects)
– great messages proportion - how great chat is calculated
– teacher referred count - number of donors that were teacher referred
– non teacher referred count - number of donors that were non-teacher referred

10
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Abstract
In the last decade, there has been an ever increasing research activity on human activity
recognition. The research in classifying tasks ranging from simple to most complex prosthesis control framework, introduced many architectures using inertial sensors along with
on-board motion sensors in a smartphone. Recognizing everyday life activities becomes
one of the challenges for pervasive computing. To recognize such activities, analyzing the
data that emanate from various sensors can be conducive to formulate mathematical models for classifying independent data. For classifying selected activities such as standing,
walking, running and idle, we have chosen accelerometer sensor to formulate a model for
those activities. To achieve the mentioned tasks, we have developed an application for
classifying above activities in real-time. The application uses accelerometer data to construct real-time instances and uses machine learning algorithms to train various classifiers,
later the classifiers’ performances are compared. Thus, with Random Forest classifier we
reach a performance of 83.4901%.

1

Introduction

Activity recognition is an emerging field of research, born from larger fields of ubiquitous computing. Recognizing human activities depends directly on the features extracted for motion
analysis. A subset of feature vectors uniquely identify an activity. To infer an activity from
unknown feature vectors is the task referred to as classification. This is an ill-posed problem.
This paper discusses a solution for such a problem. There are many solutions developed in the
recent years. This paper attempts to discuss mathematical aspects of a classifier used for this
task of activity recognition.
An application was developed on Android OS platform to achieve the above mentioned task of
classification. The architecture for the application includes collecting raw data from accelerometer sensor which subsequently undergoes three phases namely, pre-processing, feature selection,
feature extraction. A mathematical model is then fitted with the training data obtained from
the above mentioned phases. Later, the application classifies data obtained, also known as
test data in the classification phase. The evaluation phase of the architecture, analyzes the
performance of classifiers by their accuracies and in particular using confusion matrices.
This paper is structured into sections in which section1.1 elucidates selected research activities
in human activity recognition domain and section2 describes the general idea and the proposed
architecture for this lab task. Section3 explains the reasons behind pre-processing. In section4
and section5, we describe the method of extracting features from raw data and constructing
feature vectors respectively. In Section6, we describe the necessity and use of cross-validation
technique followed by confusion matrices. Section7 contains the description and pseudo code
of a particular classifier we use for classification. The statistical view of this classifier is dealt
subsequently in section8.
The results of this lab work are illustrated in section9 in which, detailed accuracies of activities
classified by various classifiers are discussed using various estimators. The paper ends with a
section10 in which we present approaches for augmenting the existing classification rates.
1
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1.1

Related Work

In[11] this article a major emphasis is laid on Hidden Markov Models(HMM) using data from
on-body accelerometers. In this paper, an annotated dataset of signals from on-body accelerometers is used in order to test a sequential classifier composed of a Gaussian cHMM (continuous
emissions HMM). In the case of rehabilitation systems, intent recognizer is crucial for the control architecture. Trans-femoral prosthesis requires a Gaussian Mixture Model based high-level
supervisory controller, which serves as intent recognizer, infers the users’ intent based on the
interaction between the user and the prosthesis,and switches the middle-layer controllers appropriately. The middle-level controllers generate torque forces for the joints using a finite-state
machine that modulates the impedance of the joints depending on the phase of the activity.
Intent recognition is achieved by first generating a database containing sensor data from different activity modes and then training a pattern recognizer that switches between activity
modes in real-time[14]. The prosthesis sensor data for database generation was sampled at
1000Hz consited of seven signals: joint positions, and velocities for the knee and ankle, socket
sagittal plane moment and heel and ball of foot forces[14]. The data is acquired and stored in
a database. In order to recognize sitting and standing modes, the data was used to design the
GMM classifiers and finding the optimal voting length for real time controller switching. In the
feature extraction stage, mean and standard deviation were selected as features extracted from
the earlier mentioned seven prosthesis signals. Fourteen fundamental simple time-domain features are extracted. Gaussian mixture models are used to characterize the probability that the
user and prosthesis is engaged in a given activity mode. A separate GMM is used to describe
each activity mode, wi . For some set of inputs x̄, the probability of being in an activity mode,
wi is calculated.
Another article[8], introduced a comprehensive approach for context aware applications that
utilizes the multi-modal sensors in smart-phone handsets. Their proposed system not only
recognizes different kinds of contexts with high accuracy, but also optimizes the power consumption of sensors that can be activated and deactivated at appropriate times. Furthermore,
a novel feature selection algorithm is proposed for accelerometer classification module of their
architecture. In essence, their feature selection algorithm is based on measuring the quality of a
feature using two estimators, relevancy (or classification power) and redundancy (or similarity
between two selected features)[8]. Recently, another sophisticated solution was proposed by[7]
to find the location of the phone in order to support context-aware applications. The solution
gives 97% accuracy in detecting the position of the phone as well as being able to correlate with
the type of location the user is in. Their implementation includes features such as extraction of
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients or MFCC, Delta Mel Frequency Cepstral or DMFCC and
Band Energy features.

2

Application service for data acquisition

The android platform supports three broad categories of sensors which are motion sensors,
environment sensors and position sensors. Of these, motion sensors category are extremely
conducive for monitoring device movement, such as tilt, shake rotation or swing. This category
includes accelerometers, gravity sensors, gyroscopes and rotational vector sensors. Two of the
these sensors are always hardware based (the accelerometer and gyroscope), and the rest can be
either hardware-based or software based (the gravity, linear acceleration, and rotation vector
sensors). On some android enabled devices, the software-based sensors derive their data from
the accelerometer and magnetometer, while others also use gyroscope to derive their data [2].
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All of the motion sensors return multi-dimensional arrays of sensor values for each SensorEvent.
During a single sensor event the accelerometer returns acceleration force data for the three
coordinate axes, and the gyroscope returns rate of rotation data for the three coordinate axes.
Android supports a list of motion sensors of which TYPE LINEAR ACCELERATION, a virtual sensor
when registered, gives linear acceleration of mobile device (excluding the gravity)[2]. The data
values received from this sensor are in the form of a three-valued vector of floating point
numbers that represents accelerations of the smart phone along the x, y, z (as shown in the
figure 3 [6]) axes without the gravity vector. The acceleration values were recorded in meters
per second squared. When the phone is laid flat on the surface, accelerations along x, y, z
axes readings after smoothing are approximately, [0.0023937826, 0.01905214, 0.020536471] and
shown in figure 4.
Many such vectors thus received when the device is displaced, are termed as raw data. The raw
data obtained (prior to smoothing or any moving average) goes through the noise reduction
or pre-processing stage, in which the signal is smoothed, then where each sampled smoothed
vector was combined into a single magnitude and further fed into feature extraction stage,
where essential attributes or features are extracted for a window of size 64 such samples. At
the end of this stage, each feature vector is of length 64.
The training data are constructed by collecting data for the activities in consideration. The
training phase includes training a classifier (after choosing a best model based on predictive
performance) with training data and saving the model (serialization[15]) for further use in
classification stage. In the classification stage, the test data is collected real-time and the model
is put into use to discern among the activities. The life cycle of training of the application is
shown as flowchart in the figure 1 and the classification stage in figure 2.

Figure 1: Life cycle of training the classifier

Figure 2: Life cycle of classification of activities

The following phases Preprocessing, Smoothing, Feature Extraction, Cross Validation, Training, and Classification will be discussed in detail, in the following sections 3, 3.1, 4, 6, 7, 8 . In
addition, Evaluation of classifiers will be discussed in results section.
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Figure 3: Axes of device [6]

2.1

Figure 4: Accelerations along the axes after
smoothing

Model selection

In order to choose a right model for classification, a technique of competitive evaluation of
models is adopted where, 3252 samples were collected and analyzed over three machine learning solutions. All the phases in this processing pipeline as shown in figure 5, Preprocessing,
Smoothing, Feature Extraction, Cross Validation, Training, and Classification are performed exploiting the computational capabilities of the handset, unlike many papers where the processing
pipeline was managed by a server.

Figure 5: Perceived Architecture

3

Preprocessing

The device sends out values at a frequency 16.023 Hz. There were two primary sources of noise
in the received signal. Besides running into issue of irregular sampling, additional noise was
periodically introduced to the signal just from the nature of activity patterns performed. For
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example, a slight change in the orientation of the handset, is a frequent occurrence even in the
case of Idle/Other activity, but results in an anomalous peak in the resultant signal as shown
in the figure 6. This type of noise was handled by running the values of accelerations along the
individual axes through a smoothing algorithm, using Low-Pass Filter.
During preprocessing stage of the pipeline, each sampled acceleration vector was combined into
a single magnitude. Since the task of ambulatory activity classification does not require orientations of the handset, and hence deemed that none of the activities required distinction of
directional accelerations[5]. The euclidean magnitude of the accelerations along three individual
axes are calculated as follows
ā =


x2 + y 2 + z 2

Figure 6: Acceleration magnitude chart without smoothing

3.1

Low-Pass Filter

A Low-Pass Filter can be helpful to omit those high frequencies in the input signal by applying
a suitable threshold to the filter output reading. The following equation can be termed as a
recurrence relation,
yi =α ∗ xi + (1 − α) ∗ yi−1
where yi is an array of smoothed values from previous iteration, which is subsequently used
to compute the merged acceleration in preprocessing stage as described in section 3. This
process occurs whenever onSensorChanged() is triggered. The α here is a smoothing factor
such that, 0 ≤ α ≤1. This constant affects the weight or momentum, and measures how
drastic the new value affects the current smoothed value [1]. A smaller value of α implies more
smoothing results. α = 0.15 is used for smoothing the incoming values. Figure 7 shows a
plot of merged accelerations after smoothing and calculated mean frequency for 125 elements
is displayed in the text view.

4

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is the conversion of raw sensor data into more computationally-efficient and
lower dimensional forms termed as features. The raw sensor data obtained is first segmented
into several windows, and features such as frequencies are extracted from the window of samples. This stage of Feature Extraction from sensor readings serve as inputs into classification
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Figure 7: Acceleration magnitude chart after smoothing using LPF
algorithms for recognizing user’s activity.
These samples are then smoothed and preprocessed which computes magnitude m, from the
sensor samples.
In this stage, 64 consecutive magnitudes are stored in a buffer (m0 ..m63 ) before computing the
Fast Fourier Transform or FFT resulting in a feature vector (f0 ..f63 ) or a vector of Fourier
coefficients. f0 and f63 are the low and highest frequency coefficients. While computing the
fourier coefficients, the maximum (MAX) magnitude of the (m0 ..m63 ) is also included as an
attribute for the feature vector for that particular window of 64 samples [4].
Also, recorded are the class labels or the user supplied label (e.g., walking, standing, running or
idle) to label the feature vector. Hence, the features determining an instance or feature vector
are (f0 ..f63 ), MAX magnitude. At the end of Feature extraction pipeline, a feature vector
consists of following features or attributes,
(f0 ..f63 ), MAX magnitude

4.1

Signal processing in feature extraction

Fast Fourier Transform is a discrete Fourier transform algorithm which reduces the number
of computations needed for N points from 2N 2 to 2N lg N by means of Danielson-Lanczos
lemma [12] if the number of samples or points N is a power of two. The Cooley-Tukey FFT
algorithm first rearranges the input elements in bit-reversed order, then builds the output
transform (decimation in time). The basic idea is to break up a transform of length N into two
transforms of length N/2 using the identity,
N
−1


(N/2)−1

an =

n=0



(N/2)−1

a2n e

−2∗π∗i∗(2n)∗k/N

+

n=0



n=0
(N/2)−1

N/2−1

=



a2n+1 e−2∗π∗i∗(2n+1)∗k/N

aeven
e−2∗π∗i∗(n)∗k/(N/2)
n

+e

−2∗π∗i∗k∗N

n=0



−2∗πi∗n∗k/(N/2)
aodd
n e

n=0

which is known as Danielson-Lanczos lemma.
Prior to applying FFT to the time domain data, a window function has been chosen for spectral
analysis or frequency domain analysis. In other words, calculating signal’s frequency components that make up the signal. Blackman windowing function of window length 64 was implemented. The following windowing function is an example of higher-order generalized cosine
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Standing

Walking

Running

Others

703

1057

824

668

Table 1: Class distribution

windows,
w(n) =

K

k=0 ak cos

 2πkn 
N

From the above equation, for an exact Blackman window, α = 0.16 was chosen. The constants are computed as follows
a0 =
and the equation,

1−α
2 ,

a1 =

1
2

and a2 =

α
2

w(n) = 0.42 − 0.5 cos((2πn)/(N − 1)) + 0.08 cos((4πn)/(N − 1))

4.2

Fourier Co-efficient representation in magnitude

It is important not to ignore the issue of time (phase) shifts when using Fourier analysis, since
the calculated Fourier co-efficients are very sensitive to time (phase) shifts. It is proven that
time (phase) shifting does not impact the Fourier series magnitude. Using this lemma, Fourier
co-efficients can be represented in terms of magnitude and phase as follows,
Xˆn = An + jBn and |Xˆn | =



A2n + Bn2

where Xˆn is the Fourier transform of a discrete signal and An and Bn are Fourier co-efficients.

5

Training data

The training data is constructed from the x, y, z sensor data readings as explained in section
4. After smoothing, the magnitude of these readings are collected in a blocked queue of size
2048. A background process is established by using AsyncTask (provided by the Android
framework), to use 64 buffered magnitude values before computing the Fast Fourier Transform
or FFT of these magnitude values.
The data is then saved as a file upon quitting the data acquisition activity. The file is of
type Attribute-Relation File Format or arff. This file format is then analyzed by Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis or WEKA, a knowledge analysis and machine learning
tool for further estimator values to peruse.
The distribution of the training data is shown as bar plot in figure 8 and in table 1.

6

Cross-validation Results

Cross validation is a non-bayesian technique (for model selection) for choosing the model with
smallest empirical error on the validation set [9]. The figure 9 shows k rounds of validation,
training sets and validation subsets.
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Class
Label
Standing
Walking
Running
Others

Confusion Matrix : Naive Bayes
Standing Walking Running Others
158
157
1
4

91
751
151
2

35
43
671
1

419
106
1
661

Table 2: Confusion Matrix for Naive Bayes

The goal of cross-validation is to define a subset of data or a validation set to test the model
in the training phase, in order to scrutinize the problems such as over-fitting. It also provides
an insight on how the model generalizes to an independent dataset or test dataset.

Figure 8: Barplot of training data

Figure 9: k-Fold Cross Validation

Since, the training data is a labeled data set, supervised learning algorithms are used to
infer a function from the labeled data. Classifiers assessed in cross validation are Naive Bayes,
KStar which are of type Bayesian and Lazy learning respectively. The confusion matrices for
the afore mentioned models are calculated and shown in the tables 2 and 3. The collected data
for the selected activities have also been visualized using R.
A total set 3252 instances were used to obtain a model using Random Forest, Naive Bayes
and KStar. A 10 fold cross validation technique was employed to assess model validation or
to estimate the results of each model (except Random Forest) generalizing to an independent
data set. From the results and confusion matrices, ensemble learning method, for a test set
of 957 instances, Random Forest achieves a correct classification rate of 83.4901%, while lazy
learning method KStar and Bayesian classifier Naive Bayes resulted in 82.7798% and 68.9114%
respectively.
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Class
Label
Standing
Walking
Running
Others

Confusion Matrix : KStar
Standing Walking Running Others
544
212
35
16

67
832
122
2

5
4
667
1

87
9
0
649

Table 3: Confusion Matrix for KStar

6.1

Random Subspace

In the case of Random Forest of 10 trees, each constructed while considering 7 random features
gives an out of bag error estimate 0.1018. For 66 attribute feature vector, the number of attributes considered for splitting at each node in a tree is calculated as follows,
K = ln(numberof attributes) + 1
From the above equation, the number of features or attributes is 7. This means, that the
random subset of 7 features define subspace of 65 dimensional space.

6.2

Out-of-bag Error Estimate in Random Forests

Before reading this section on error estimate, the reader is encouraged to go through the Bootstrap sampling and Bootstrap aggregation algorithms [3]. While using the random forests,
cross validation technique to get an unbiased estimate error is not required [3]. The error is
calculated internally, as each tree is constructed using a different bootstrap sample. from the
original data. About one-third of the cases are left out of the bootstrap sample and not used
in the construction of k th tree.
Out of 3252 size of bootstrap sample, 2068 unique statistical units are included in the bootstrap
sample and the rest (approximately 1/3rd ) serve as out of bag individuals. This can be visualized using R’s association rules and frequent item set mining package, arules. The package
provides a generic function sample which produces sample (indices) of the specified size from
the elements provided using either with or without replacement.
The oob out-of-bag data is used to get a running unbiased estimate of the classification error
as trees are added to the forest. In this way, a test set classification is obtained for each case in
about one-third of the trees. At the end of the run, considering j to be the class that received
most of the votes every time case n was out-of-bag. The proportion of times that j is not equal
to the true class of n averaged over all the cases is the out-of-bag error estimate[3].

7

Training the Classifier

Random forests comprise CART like procedure and bootstrap aggregation or bagging along with
random subspaces method. In the supervised learning setting, B = 500 trees are constructed
or fitted, of which for each tree is grown on a bootstrap sample Di . Each sample generated
from the data set D (N points are sampled uniformly), with replacement from the set D is
termed as bagging. A tree Ti is grown using Di , such that at each node of the tree, a random
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subset of features m or attributes is chosen and splitting is done only on those m features.
From section 4, each feature vector or instance constitutes 65 features, m  65. At the end
of constructing or growing B trees, given an unknown instance or a feature vector, a majority
vote is considered in case of classifying activity labels (not regression).

8

Classification

The random forest classifier is trained on the data set and the test data is obtained from a
background service when the application starts and simultaneously applies the model to classify
the those data. Using Weka machine learning library and R data analysis library, estimators
were analyzed and plotted. The plot in the figure 10 shows error against number of trees
constructed for various activities. It can be observed as the number of trees are added to the
forest, the error decreases. Section 9 elucidates details on the results.

Figure 10: Overall error of the model

9

Results

For the random forest classifier, the confusion matrix 4 and the detailed accuracy including
Matthew’s correlation coefficient or MCC for all four activities computed are shown in the table 5. Random forest of 10 trees, each constructed while considering 7 random features results
in out of bag error estimate 0.1018. Since, cross validation is ignored in the case of Random
forests, from the table 5, there still exists a possibility of over fitting on the training data.
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Confusion Matrix : Random Forest
Standing Walking Running Others

Class
Label
Standing
Walking
Running
Others

126
90
1
24

3
380
26
1

4
6
35
0

3
0
0
258

Table 4: Confusion Matrix for Random Forest

Detailed accuracy
Class
TP
FP
Label
Rate
Rate
Standing 0.926
0.140
Walking 0.798
0.062
Running 0.565
0.011
Others
0.912
0.004
Weighted 0.835
0.053
Avg.

by class
Precision

Recall

0.523
0.927
0.778
0.989
0.878

0.523
0.927
0.778
0.989
0.835

FMeasure
0.523
0.927
0.778
0.989
0.845

MCC
0.633
0.744
0.643
0.930
0.776

Table 5: Detailed accuracy by class

From the results of various classifiers, random forest certainly outperformed in this task. Although, the ’curse of dimensionality’ exists because 65 features for a feature vector, the results
prove to be satisfactory when compared to the rest of the classifiers. Out of 957 instances
supplied as test set, it is observed that 799 were correctly classified and rest 158 instances were
incorrectly classified. The lazy learning algorithm, KStar classified 653 instances correctly and
leaving 304 instances incorrectly classified while Naive Bayes has displayed a poor performance
of correctly classifying 564 instances and 393 instances incorrectly. One of the key statistic in
the results shown for random forest in table 5, is the MCC which serves as measure of quality
of binary classifications, where a perfect prediction value is +1 and -1 for total disagreement
between observed and predicted values.
To evaluate the performance of the classifiers Naive Bayes, KStar, and Random Forest for this
skewed dataset, it is necessary to peruse the cost sensitive analysis measure, ROC curve of the
mentioned classifiers. The area under the curve or AUC from the plots in figure 11, illustrates
the classification power of the classifier. It can be understood that more the area under the
curve, the better classification prowess the classifier possess. The point perfect classification
occurs at upper-left hand corner of the graph, at which True positive rate is 100% and false
positive rate is 0% which is impractical. From the plot in figure 11 it is conspicuous, for class
label standing, the roc space for Random Forest is greater than the rest of its counter parts and
appears fairly close to optimal.
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Figure 11: Multiple ROC curves for class label ’Standing’

10

Conclusion

To achieve more effective classification values, Boosting can be used to improve the accuracy.
Much sophisticated techniques such as using temporal probabilistic models has been shown to
perform well in activity recognition and generally outperform non-temporal models [13]. Such
algorithms are used in advanced sensor fusion techniques where the tasks of classification are
more complex. The advent of incremental classifiers such as Hoeffding tree [10], an example of
Very Fast Decision Tree or VFDT, considerably learns better in case of massive data streams. In
the feature selection algorithm, there are various measures such as InfoGain and Ranker search
method to rank features of the vector, thus reducing the search space significantly. Allowing
various new measures and classification techniques can result in high classification rates and
hence the accuracy.
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Abstract
User devices implemented as personal sensor networks provide a vast amount of information
which, if processed adequately, allows a better insight in the user’s current activities, environment,
location, etc. One of our main objectives is to exploit this information to enable automatic recognition
of recurrent situations that are of interest to the user. Therefore, for situation recognition, we need to
continuously compare a user’s live context representation, mashed from multiple streams of context
information from various personal devices, with all situations available. A match then signifies that a
previously-saved situation is recurring. We explore different semantic and syntactic techniques with
the aim of identifying an ideal hybrid matching technique.

1

Introduction

Last-generation personal devices generate a large amount of context information from device sensors
and usage that can be extracted and interpreted. The research contributions presented in this paper
are driven by the di.me1 project, although the context representations used enable the techniques to be
independent of any system.
In their day-to-day life, users of modern technology and smart devices (representative of most users
in the future)2 encounter repeated situations which require repeated intervention, such as changing the
device mode/availability when entering a workplace. The di.me project targets the development of
a context-aware information system which continuously monitors a user’s presence and compares their
dynamic contextual information to a set of manually-stored situations, to pro-actively recommend future
actions based on previous situations and associated actions, supported by an intelligent user interface.
We design a context-aware, ontology-based ubiquitous system which implements recurring situation
detection. The situation detection then enables the user to define context-driven rules in a declarative
manner, through the user interface. Schwarz defines a context-aware system to be “aware of a user’s
context and provide a representation thereof” [15]. Therefore a context-aware system is the foundation to a context-sensitive system which “uses such context representation - and the extra information
encoded therein- to adapt its behaviour according to the context”.
A context may be defined as a particular point in time where a given set of aspects related to what
the user is doing have specific values. A context can comprise information about the documents being
accessed, people the user is currently with or are in a nearby location, tasks and projects the user is
working on, any goals the user has in mind, environmental data such as weather, and the device(s) being
used [15]. As defined by Dey, context is then any kind of information that can be used to characterise
the situation of the user, as an entity [7].
Current devices are lacking in context awareness. They contain a large amount of user’s activity
context data which is not unified, and therefore cannot be exploited to aid the user. This means there
1 http://dime-project.eu/
2 As

indicated by studies such as: https://www.mocana.com/pdfs/mocana-summer-2010-dir_v8.pdf

1
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are a lot of missed opportunities to provide context-aware functions. Another problem with current
devices is the lack of models that represent core context-aware concepts. This results in the involved
techniques being system-specific; with limited re-use and/or extension outside the native environment.
The di.me approach builds upon an interoperable knowledge representation format for representing,
amongst others, context knowledge and context-driven rules. This representation format is provided by
an ontology framework which enables the collection and integration of a user’s activity context streams
from various personal devices. The di.me Context Ontology (DCON)3 , which we use to represent a
user’s activity context, is integrated with the framework, thus extending the Personal Information Model
(PIM) representation with personal context information.
In di.me, user presence and activities sensed through the use of personal devices are gathered,
mashed and interpreted into higher-level context abstractions, or situations. In this paper, the term
situation refers to a loosely-defined physical (existence of an entity in some particular region of space
and time [14]) and/or virtual (interpreted existence of an entity through device, application and online
activities) user circumstance, or state-of-being, which is independent of time in the sense that it can
recur multiple times. A simple example of a situation would be a work dinner; the user is with his
colleagues (peers) in a restaurant (location) at about dinner time (time period).
Taking into consideration the representations of context and situations, the di.me userware requires
to constantly monitor a user’s activities and presence, and compares both representations with the aim
of finding any existing matches as they occur.
In realising the described context-aware system we face various challenges, such as:
• Performance issues which play a crucial role in mobile scenarios. Besides, to cater for the incompleteness and uncertainty of the user’s context the modelling of context data must be dynamic;
• How to compare the current context representation with stored situations;
• How to identify that a previously-matched situation is no longer active, in order to initiate a new
matching cycle.
In the rest of the paper we provide more details about the conceptual and technical aspects of our
approach, in the context of comparable existing techniques and approaches. In particular, we provide an
overview of the models employed for knowledge representation and the techniques that are employed
for situation recognition.

2 Approach
The wider goal of the di.me userware is to exploit the information extracted from, and activities carried
out online and on personal devices acting as personal sensor networks. This information is gathered
with the aim of learning as much as possible about the user. One of di.me’s objectives is to provide
context-aware recommendation and automation. In this paper we focus on context-aware recognition,
which is the first step towards providing context-aware features [15].
In di.me, personal devices will act as a proxy for the user, and activities that can be sensed through
their use are gathered, mashed and interpreted into situations. A particular user situation can be described in terms of contextual information, of which we identify the following three different levels:
• low-level – ‘raw’ information that can be directly retrieved from device sensors and system activities (e.g. specific location, time, running applications, speed and movement, etc.);
• mid-level – raw context information that has been interpreted into mid-level user presence concepts (e.g. at a particular ‘workplace’, ‘home’, during a particular time of day/year, ‘travelling’);
• high-level – situations (e.g. “working in the office”, “travelling to the UK”).
3 http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/dcon/
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This availability of different levels of context abstractions enables richer representations of user situations. For example, an interpreted mid-level context can be strongly associated with the concept of user
presence, which can be considered as an ensemble of physical and virtual context properties [3]. The
approach in di.me interprets various types of raw context properties (e.g. programming environment
application in the foreground, current time of day, people detected nearby) into mid-level user presence
(e.g. user activity ‘working’). Similarly, high-level situations (e.g. working in the office) are characterised by combinations of both low-level context and mid-level presence components (e.g. detected
geographical location ‘office’ and interpreted user activity ‘working’).
di.me adopts and extends a number of ontologies targeting the extensive modelling of the Personal
Information Sphere, including personal information extracted from typical sources such as personal
devices and online accounts. Besides, di.me also targets the modelling of more abstract concepts such
as user contexts, situations, presence and history. Using the mentioned ontologies, the extracted user’s
context can be semantically lifted onto a unified and dynamic representation of a user’s PIM. Therefore,
the PIM acts as an integrated personal knowledge base (KB), containing all sorts of personal information
about the user, such as personal devices, resources, activities, environment and social aspects. Amongst
other purposes, this knowledge base acts as a foundation for learning about a user’s situations and
activities, with the aim of enabling intelligent, proactive systems that assist them in their day-to-day
life.

2.1 Mining Context Knowledge
Context extraction techniques are employed by the semantic lifting process to continuously update the
PIM with all kinds of personal context information from two main sources:
• device usage and sensors — context information relayed by device-embedded sensors, user attention monitoring, etc.
• social sharing activities — context information provided directly or indirectly by the user through
their Social Web activities.
User devices and their sensors provide a vast amount of low-level context information which, if
processed adequately, allow a better insight in the user’s current activities, environment, location, etc.
In di.me, we distinguish between two types of such context information [13]: user actions and system
usage, and background monitoring of device sensors. With regards to the former, the system constantly
tracks the current attention of the user, such as open applications and their state and online activities
and file modifications. The state (e.g. busy, away) is also retrieved from presence-capable devices
(phones) or applications (IM applications). With regards to sensor monitoring, we extract information
which sheds light on the physical environment of the user, including geographical positioning, light,
acceleration and network connections (e.g. WiFi and Bluetooth).
Contextual information obtained from personal network sensors cannot be guaranteed to portray the
correct user context since the user may not be actively carrying and using all his personal devices at
all times. For this reason, we look at presence-related information shared actively by the users through
their devices. As opposed to sensors, since users consciously put in effort to share presence-related
information, such sharing of information through Social Web activities provides a rich source for user
presence mining. Thus, apart from sensor-extracted information, di.me specifically targets efforts towards context extraction from the mentioned sources, particularly only posts shared on the Social Web
[13].

2.2 Identifying Recurring Situations
Once the context information is extracted from the various sources, it is semantically lifted to an
ontology-based live context representation. This continuously-updated representation will therefore
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always contain the latest user activity context. As our main objective is to enable the automatic recognition of recurring user context, we require a mechanism for matching the latest user activity context
against a number of previously-occurring context snapshots. The latter collectively characterise an abstract user situation (e.g. “Working at the Office”), and can be considered as training examples (both
positive, and negative) for the situation recognition process.
Although in the future we will investigate techniques for the automatic identification of new situations (e.g. by discovering recurring context patterns), at the moment we directly involve the user in the
identification of situations of interest. For the purpose, an intelligent user interface (UI) will allow the
user to quickly mark situations that they deem to be important. Optionally, through the UI the user can
also manually characterise the situations, by marking which context information (e.g. locations, environment, people nearby, time of day) is most relevant for that situation. This is achieved by a weighting
system, which will be explained in detail later.
To recognise recurring situations, the situation matching component will then need to compare the
user’s current context against stored situations. When a match is identified, the UI will notify the user
of a possible recurring situation. The user can then interact with the UI to say whether the matching was
successful or otherwise. The user’s feedback will be analysed to better characterise the stored situations
automatically (i.e., automatically adjust weights, add positive and negative context examples).

3 Related Work
Since our system is ontology-based, the techniques most relevant to our scope are graph, syntactic, and
semantic matching. Several techniques exist which tackle (whether successfully or less) the problem
of context matching at various levels, including at the element and structure levels. In the following
sub-sections we discuss such techniques in related work.

3.1 Graph Structure Matching
Authors of related work implement graph algorithms in various domain applications. The graph matching domain is relevant since, having our context represented by ontologies, our representations are
named graphs. A potential approach for situation recognition would be to match the graph structure of
different representations. Also, a number of related work propose a weighting system to enable a user
to bias the matching process. This would be an ideal feature of our system.
Holder et al. propose the SUBDUE system which uses the minimum description length principle to
discover sub-structures that compress the database and represent structural concepts in the data [10]. To
this aim, the system implements inexact graph matching to allow some variation between instances of a
sub-structure. Each graph distortion is assigned a cost, where a graph distortion is defined in terms of
transformations such as deletion, insertion and substitution of vertices and edges. The latter costs can
be determined by the user to bias the matching of graphs according to particular preferences towards
specific distortions. Even though Holder et al.’s approach seems similar to our requirements, it does
not provide value matching for graph elements. This matching is vital for a relevant similarity measure
between our context representations.
Berners-Lee and Connolly discuss the problem of comparing two RDF (Resource Description
Framework) graphs and generating a set of differences [2]. The authors state that if all nodes are named,
computing the difference between two graphs is simple however if not all nodes are named, finding the
largest common subgraph becomes a case of the graph isomorphism problem. While the general graph
isomorphism problem has some available solutions, the authors do not consider them to be a good match
for the cases of RDF graph difference. Our graph representations contain only named nodes, therefore
we can conclude that our problem is not a graph isomorphism one, but a graph difference one.
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In a manner similar to each other’s, Esposito et al. [8] and Baggenstos [1] both implement a weighting system to influence the similarity value between two graph structures, giving prominence to important aspects and relationships. Baggenstos focuses on detecting similarities between RDF structures
by converting them into a generic form of a graph. The author then compares the graphs, resulting
in a similarity value. Both related work explore different graph algorithms, including homomorphism,
monomorphism and isomorphism. Both weighting systems are very relevant to our work since we require to bias the computation of similarity in favour/against particular context aspects and/or elements.
Yet, as stated above, we consider our problem to be a graph difference one. Therefore an approach
similar to [8, 1] would not be ideal in our case.
Even though there are some aspects of the discussed related work which are comparable to what we
aim to achieve, after getting familiar with the current state-of-the-art, it is clear that none of the techniques provide a suitable solution to achieve our objectives. We therefore proceed to discuss alternative
approaches which implement syntactic and semantic matching techniques.

3.2 Syntactic and Semantic Matching
Syntax and semantic matching are popular element-level matching approaches. The latter techniques
are relevant since we can implement them to match respective nodes between different graphs, using
syntactic and/or semantic matching according to the content of the node at hand. Since all context representations will be DCON instances, all graphs will contain similar aspects. This makes the techniques
at hand to be particularly suited to the case.
The authors of [5] describe an open-source Java toolkit of methods for matching names and records.
They compare string metrics such as edit-distance metrics, fast heuristic string comparators, tokenbased distance metrics and hybrid methods for matching names and records and summarise the obtained
results. This will be particularly useful in the evaluation stage of the project, when we need to define
the best syntactic matching technique for our data.
Giunchiglia et al. propose the reconstruction of major matching problems and transform them into
the more generic problem of matching graphs [9]. The authors identify semantic matching to be a new
approach towards performing generic matching and propose the implementation of semantic matching
by testing propositional satisfiability. Cross presents a brief overview of semantic similarity, semantic
distance and semantic relatedness measures [6]. The latter measures are examined within the framework
of fuzzy set similarity measures. The author focuses on determining a degree of semantic relatedness,
similarity or distance between the concepts of ontologies. The implemented approaches in [9, 6] are
somewhat similar to each other, however since both our context representations are DCON instances
(and therefore are quite similar with regards to structure and content), they are not relevant to our case.
Shvaiko and Euzenat present a survey of schema-based matching approaches and distinguish between approximate and exact techniques at schema-level; and syntactic, external and semantic techniques at the element and structure levels [16]. The authors compare various element-level techniques
in context of schema matching such as string-based techniques and language-based techniques. For
structure-level techniques the authors cover graph-based techniques, taxonomy-based techniques and
model-based techniques. Similar to Shvaiko and Euzenat, Rahm and Bernstein present a survey of approaches towards automatic schema matching [11]. The authors distinguish between schema-, instance-,
element- and structure-level, and language- and constraint-based matching approaches. They also discuss the combination of multiple matchers. The work of [16, 11] is particularly relevant in context of
finding the best syntactic and semantic technique with respect to our data. Similar to [5] these will be
most relevant in the evaluation stage of the project.
SemMF4 is a flexible framework which enables the calculation of semantic similarity between RDF
graph representations. The framework allows taxonomic and non-taxonomic concept matching tech4 http://semmf.ag-nbi.de/doc/index.html
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niques to be implemented on particular elements. This makes the implementation and extension of
SemMF an ideal approach to pursue. Moreover, new concept matchers can be integrated into SemMF.
SemMF also caters for the implementation of a weighting system. Thus we consider SemMF to be
the potential ideal hybrid approach implementing syntax and semantic matching on top of graph-value
matching. The implemented techniques are further detailed in the following section.

4 Enabling Context Recognition
This section has the purpose of demonstrating and explaining the way we represent context using
DCON, and then implement this representation to match recurring situations. This is followed by a
use case.

Figure 1: The DCON Context Ontology

4.1 Context Representation
To represent user activity context in an interoperable format, di.me employs the DCON Context Ontology. DCON enables the comprehensive representation of an entity’s context within an RDF named
graph [4], as can be elicited through device sensors and sharing activities [12]. It introduces different
layers of context abstractions, based on a context model provided by Schwarz [15]. As shown in Fig. 1
(grey box ‘A’), at the highest level context information is categorised under different kinds of Aspects a,
each of which then consists of various Elements e, which in turn possess various context attributes. The
relationship between aspects and elements is formally defined as a ⊂ E, where E = {e1 , ..., em }, and
m ∈ N. Aspects (grey box ’B’) include the user’s: schedule (known events and tasks), peers (nearby
contacts and groups), environment (various sensor data, weather conditions), attention (user device
activities), spatial/temporal data, connectivity (devices, networks) and states (physical activities, availability). Each of the elements is represented using additional domain ontologies, such as the Presence
Ontology (DPO)5 and one of the ontologies in the Information Element Ontology set (NIE)6 . The use
of other ontologies to represent these elements is due to the fact that they are independent of time. This
5 http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/dpo/
6 http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/nie/
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means that their existence extends beyond the current context, such that they can feature repeatedly (e.g.
weather states can re-occur, an application can be running at multiple times). However, although their
defining attributes are independent of time (e.g. application name, location co-ordinates, etc.), some
attributes reflect the current user context (e.g. the exact current temperature, whether the application
is currently running, etc.). Such context attributes can be attached to these elements by DCON, which
represents context information that is valid for a specific point in time.
The context information itself consists of various low-level and mid-level context items. Whereas the
former is directly retrieved from the context sources, mid-level context is then interpreted by a Context
Preprocessor component. Examples of the former are the current temperature, network connections,
applications running, GPS position of the user, etc. This low-level context information is combined and
interpreted to determine the user’s weather conditions (e.g. sunny, stormy), location (e.g. home, office,
restaurant), people nearby, user activity (e.g. working, playing games), etc.
DCON differentiates between two major subclasses of dcon:Context (grey box ‘C’). Whereas
a (dcon:LiveContext) represents a snapshot of an entity’s context at a specific point in time, a
(dcon:Situation) represents a high-level context abstraction that is characterised by a number of past
context snapshots. di.me enables the logging of past user information, including context, that may not
be valid after a certain point in time, through the use of the User History Ontology (DUHO)7 . A number
of past live contexts, (instances of duho:ContextLog) can serve as negative (dcon:negativeInstance) or
positive (dcon:positiveInstance) examples of a situation.
In his context model, Schwarz also included a History context aspect [15]. This is useful since
an entity’s context is not only influenced by the circumstances registered at a particular point in
time, but also by those happening in the recent past, or in the near future (e.g. going home from
work, as opposed to from shopping). Whereas future events are to an extent covered by DCON (e.g.
dcon:upcomingEvent,Task), the inclusion of history in the DCON itself was not possible, due to one
very valid reason. If DCON instances could hold context information for multiple times (e.g. now and
one minute ago), this would result in conflicting information (e.g. the user’s online presence was both
available and unavailable in the recent past). Since including an alternative DCON property to represent
a recent past for the existing properties does not constitute ontology engineering best practices, we recommend instead the use of multiple instances of (dcon:LiveContext) to represent a user’s recent context.
In di.me, we employ two such instances, one to represent the context at time t (live context), and one to
represent the context at time t−1 (previous live context). This means a user’s recent activities, locations,
etc. can easily be retrieved by considering two context graphs.
The context extraction component is responsible for the continuous retrieval of context information.
In order to ease performance issues, DCON provides a dcon:validity property, through which a validity
period can be set for different context elements. This means that while the context extraction component will need to frequently update some elements (e.g. location, movement, time), other elements
will be checked less regularly (e.g. wifi connections, weather forecast). The introduction of multiple,
time-sequenced live contexts graphs introduced a question relating to their continuous, synchronous
population and update. For the purpose, various update strategies have been considered, each of them
operating at a different level of abstraction: entire graph, aspect and element level. This means that
when an element change is sensed at the live context graph, the options are to update either a) the previous live context in its entirety, or b) only the aspect under which the changed element falls, or c) only
element itself. The first option will result in the previous live context graph being completely changed
whenever a context item changes, meaning that a lot of information will also be lost. The latter option
is the most fine-grained, and results in a graph carrying the last-but-one available information for each
individual DCON context element.
7 http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/duho/
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4.2 Context Matching
To achieve context matching, we continuously match a user’s dynamic live context (dcon:LiveContext)
to stored dcon:Situation instances in order to determine their reactivation. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 2. Both the live context and the stored situations are represented by various shapes, portraying
different elements within the representation. The first part of the context matching process aims to
compare the single live context representation with all the stored situations available in turn, and finding
the instances with the highest degrees of similarity between the contained elements. In the figure, the
“Working in the office” and “Office Group Meeting” both exceed the given similarity threshold, and are
therefore suggested to the user as situations which are potentially recurring. The user then asserts or
rejects one/all of the suggestions, according to whether they feel that a situation is currently recurring or
not. This user feedback is then used to optimise the stored situations by indicating the current user live
context to be a positive or negative example of the situations suggested.

Figure 2: The Context Matching Process
The degree of similarity between both types of context graphs is found by implementing a similarity
measure that takes into account a weighting system that is used as a bias towards/against specific context
elements and aspects. Each aspect/element in the context representation can be assigned a numeric
weight we , where −∞ < we < +∞, and also a boolean value (dcon:isRequired or dcon:isExcluder).
To calculate the similarity between the live context and the situation, we is normalised to we as follows:
1
(1)
1 + e−we
where 0 ≤ we ≤ 1. Through the UI, the user will be able to manually modify the elements’ weights.
For example, a user wants to log a live context as a situation ‘having dinner’ and sets the dcon:isRequired
for the element ‘location:kitchen’ to be true. So, any live context not having ‘location:kitchen’ definitely
cannot be matched with the situation ‘having dinner’. Consider now that a user has two stored situations,
‘having lunch’ and ‘having dinner’. When the user is logging the situations he assigns a high weight to
the time period element in both situations. Thus when a live context is matched with both situations,
the weights act as a bias in favour of the situation with the time period most similar to the current time
period, making the matching process more accurate. The weighting system can then be further optimised
by implementing the feedback loop according to the dcon:negativeInstance or dcon:positiveInstance
instances of the situation in question, where the weights are modified to reflect the latter instances.
Since both instances of dcon:Situation and dcon:LiveContext are represented as named graphs
(nrl:Graph), their comparison is essentially a graph matching task. Current efforts are being focused
on the degree of similarity at the data level; that is by implementing a hybrid semantic/syntactic function between respective nodes from two graph structures. Being modelled using DCON, our context
representation is a graph structure with common aspects and a variety of elements. Having a variety
we =
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of element types within the DCON context representation makes it difficult to define the ideal syntax
and/or semantic approach towards the matching of two context representations. Therefore an evaluation
of the different techniques is required to decide on the technique(s) giving the best results. One must
keep in mind that it is not necessary for all context representations to contain the same number of aspects, and therefore the same structure. Also, it might be the case that different elements are used to
refer to the same object, for example using acronyms (DERI vs. Digital Enterprise Research Institute) or
more generic/specific terms (Galway, Ireland vs. Ireland). While matching datatype elements we must
also consider the possibility of having syntax errors. All the latter are catered for by either one or both
of the semantic and syntactic matching techniques, for example, although two elements are not syntactically identical, they are linked through a special property (pimo:locatedWithin) which has a strong
influence on their similarity. For relevant datatype elements, language- and constraint-based matchers
are performed to determine the syntactic similarity and/or equivalence. In addition, we are also investigating semantic fuzzy-set similarity metrics [6] such as semantic distance and semantic relatedness.
The goal here is to determine any degree of similarity between two nodes (elements), by considering
the background semantic knowledge.
Once we have the results of the implemented hybrid approach, a similarity metric takes into account
these results, along with any user-defined bias, and gives back an overall similarity value for the match
in question. This similarity sim between the live context l and a situation s can be formally defined as:
sim ls =

m

n=1

(we ∗ se )
m

(2)

where se is the similarity value between two particular elements from the live context and the situation respectively, n ∈ N, and m is the number of elements compared from both graphs.
The highest ranking situation (if beyond a given threshold) is then said to be a match and is suggested to the user to be reactivated. The threshold is an arbitral value determined after an evaluation
of the results of the similarity metric. If the user accepts the suggestion, the matched dcon:LiveContext
instance is taken to be a positive example (dcon:positiveInstance) of the situation in question (in this
case ‘having dinner’). On the other hand, if it is not accepted by the user, it is taken to be a negative
example (dcon:negativeInstance) of the situation in question. This leads to the feedback loop, as illustrated in Figure 2. These positive and negative examples are required to better define a situation int two
ways: a) by merging the elements of the example and the situation, and b) by modifying accordingly
the weights specified for the relevant user context aspects. Continuing on the previous example, while
the user is having dinner (therefore ‘time period:evening’), the system suggests both situations ‘having
lunch’ and ‘having dinner’ to be recurring. The user then asserts that ‘having dinner’ is recurring, and
rejects ‘having lunch’. This makes the current live context a positive example of the former situation,
but a negative example of the latter one. Thus for both situations the weights for the time period element
are increased to give them more importance in subsequent matching processes. Formally:
w e = we ± y

(3)

where y will be determined after appropriate evaluation, however it is currently taken to be 0.1.
We are currently evaluating how SemMF, a semantic matching framework, will fare in context of
the di.me userware. SemMF allows the definition of two resources represented by named graphs. In
our case these resources will be the live context graph and the situations graphs (taking a situation at a
time). After defining the URI’s of the graphs in question, the framework then requires the specification
of which nodes (elements) from the given graphs need to be compared, just as required by our system.
SemMF allows the computing of a similarity measure of a number of nodes from both graphs, aggregated in a single cluster. In the case of di.me, such clusters would map to the Context Aspects. An
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important feature of SemMF is the possibility to define weights as bias for the elements whose similarity measure is to be computed. This is perfectly in line with our aims. Another important feature is
the availability of different matchers. For each element to be matched one has to define the matcher to
be implemented, namely a syntax, taxonomic or numeric matcher. Albeit these matchers do not cover
di.me’s context matching requirements, SemMF allows the defining of more matchers.

4.3 Identifying Recurring Situations: An Example
Since the di.me userware is still under development, an evaluation of the complete system is not yet
possible. Therefore, we here demonstrate, as proof of concept, how we match the live context with
situations, how we calculate the similarity between them, and how we update the situation using a
positive example (dcon:positiveInstance).
Listing 1 shows a reduced example of a user live context. The context instance is defined by a
number of context aspects, each of which has a number of context elements in turn.
# Named Graph containing the live context for user Juan
<urn:juan:graph:live-context> {
# Context Elements attached to each Aspect
juan:LiveContextSchedule a dcon:Schedule ;
dcon:currentEvent juan:ISWC12 .
juan:LiveContextSpaTem a dcon:SpaTem
dcon:position juan:DERI .

;

juan:LiveContextPeers a dcon:Peers ;
dcon:nearbyPeer juan:Person12 , juan:Person13, juan:Person18, juan:Person23 .
juan:LiveContextAttention a dcon:Attention ;
dcon:activeFile <file:/../bridge_Brown.jpg> ,
#Additional files that have been active in this situation...
dcon:activeApplication juan:App14 , juan:App32 ,
#Additional files that have been active in this situation...
juan:LiveContextConnection a dcon:Connectivity ;
dcon:connection juan:Connect2 .
... # Other Aspect descriptions
# Context Attributes attached to Elements
<file:/../plan_bridge_Brown.jpg> a dcon:Element ;
dcon:writeable true ; dcon:recordedBy juan:Device1 ;
dcon:recordedAt "2012-05-03T12:02:34Z" .

... # Other Context Element descriptions }

Listing 1: A dcon:LiveContext instance
The first named graph (urn:juan:graph:situation14) in listing 2 shows an example of a learned user
situation. The second graph (urn:juan:graph:situation14/metadata) provides descriptions for the first
graph, such as its label, “Working in DERI”, that is defined by the user upon saving. Positive or negative
live context instances are logged as instances of duho:ContextLog. The situation graph itself contains
a generalised set of contextual aspects and elements that are ‘learned’ from these positive and negative
past context instances. The dcon:weight values in the listing are assigned for the sake of the example,
actual values might differ.
@prefix dcon: <http://www.semanticdesktop.org/ontologies/2011/10/05/dcon#> .
#Named graph containing situation "Working in DERI"
<urn:juan:graph:situation14> {
#Relevant weighted aspects and elements for this situation
juan:Situation14Peers a dcon:Peers ;
dcon:weight "0.6" ; dcon:nearbyPeer juan:Person9, juan:Person12, juan:Person13, juan:Person18, juan:Person22, juan:Person23 .
juan:Situation14Attention a dcon:Attention ;
dcon:weight "0.6" ; dcon:activeFile <file:/../plan_bridge_Brown.jpg> ,
#Additional files that have been active in this situation...
dcon:activeApplication juan:App14 , juan:App32 ,
#Additional files that have been active in this situation...
juan:Situation14Connection a dcon:Connectivity ;
dcon:weight "0.9"; dcon:connection juan:Connect2 .
juan:Situation14SpaTem a dcon:SpaTem ;
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dcon:weight "1" ; dcon:currentPlace juan:Digital_Enterprise_Research_Institute .
#Other Aspect descriptions...
#Context attributes attached to PIM elements
<file:/../plan_bridge_Brown.jpg> a dcon:Element ;
dcon:recordedBy juan:Device1 .
juan:Location13 a dcon:Element ;
dcon:isExcluder "true" .
juan:Location14 a dcon:Element ;
dcon:isRequired "true" .
juan:Connect2 a dcon:Element;
dcon:recordedBy juan:Device1 , juan:Device2 ; dcon:isRequired "true" .
#Other context element descriptions... }
#Named graph containing metadata about the situation graph above
<urn:juan:graph:situation14/metadata> {
#Situation graph descriptions
<urn:juan:graph:situation14> a dcon:Situation ;
nao:lastModified "2012-05-05T00:00:00Z" ; nao:prefLabel "Working in DERI" ;
dcon:positiveInstance <urn:juan:graph:contextlog43> , <urn:juan:graph:contextlog98> , <urn:juan:graph:contextlog147> ;
dcon:negativeInstance <urn:juan:graph:contextlog147> . }

Listing 2: A dcon:Situation instance
Let us implement an example of matching the Live Context instance in Listing 1 with the
Situation instance in Listing 2. Consider the dcon:currentPlace in the SpaTem aspect in both
listings. Whereas in the live context the value is “DERI”, in the Situation the value is “Digital Enterprise Research Institute”. We first compare both elements’ URIs. If they are equivalent, then
se is taken to be 1. If they are not equivalent, we search in the set of context attributes T for the element
in question e for links between the elements, such as owl:sameAs, skos:related or nao:isRelated. While
such links portray a high degree of similarity, it is not as high as the equivalency of URI’s. Therefore
se < 1. Regardless of whether we find such links or not, we also perform syntactic matching on some
other specific context attributes within T , such as rdfs:label and nao:prefLabel. Such properties contain
textual descriptions, such as names and labels, through which we might be able to deduce similarities.
Consider now dcon:activeFile in the Attention aspect in both listings. The file name in the live
context listing is different from the one in the situation, however they both share common words. A
syntactic matcher would therefore simply result in a reduced se , as the elements do not match perfectly.
Let us now assume that we have computed sim ls , and the situation is actually a match, that is, it is
suggested to the user to be a recurring situation and they assert. The live context is therefore a positive
example of the situation at hand. Using the user’s feedback we can hence modify the situation’s weight
values by increasing them. Using Equation 3, dcon:connection within aspect Connection in the new
situation would have dcon:weight equal to 1.0.

5 Conclusion
di.me’s solution to the automatic recognition of recurrent situations is a knowledge-based approach
which unobtrusively senses a user’s presence and activities through their devices, acting as a personal
sensor network. Although some of the mentioned techniques are still work-in-progress, we have shown
how, using the di.me ontology framework, we are able to represent a user’s activity context. In practice,
the di.me userware will have a default dcon:Context instance that represents the dynamic, continuously
updated, Live Context of a user, as sensed and extracted by the user presence knowledge techniques
from the user’s devices. Situations are compositely represented by duho:ContextLog instances. These
representations can be a standard format that can be readily adopted by similar initiatives.
The task at hand is to continuously compare the live context with all situations available, with a
match signifying that a previously-saved situation is recurring. The continuous updating of the live
context graph, and its continuous matching to stored situations, both raise obvious performance issues.
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One of the known challenges faced is therefore to find a balance between scalability and meaningful
results.
The research plan includes identifying the ideal hybrid (semantic/syntactic/graph) matching technique and implement it at element level. After such a technique is in place a similarity metric will be
used to get a similarity value for a given match between a live context and a situation. The latter metric has to take into consideration the weighting system used to bias the results. A feedback loop then
exploits user feedback to better define stored situations.
Plans for evaluating the context matching system include a modular evaluation of the syntax and
semantic matching, as well as an evaluation of the similarity measure and the precision of the results of
the matching process as a whole.
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Netzwerkbasierte Übertragung von Lasershows
mit Hilfe des IDN Frame Modus
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Abstract
Die International Laser Display Association entwickelt einen Protokollstandard zur digitalen Datenübertragung von Lasershows an Laserprojektoren über Ethernet. Im Rahmen
einer Projektgruppe, die im Wintersemester 2014 / 2015 stattfand, wurde der Protokollentwurf der International Laser Display Association in einer Proof-of-Concept Implementierung umgesetzt. Der Aufbau und die Funktionsweise des entwickelten Treibers wird in
diesem Paper erläutert.

1

Einleitung

Heutzutage werden Lasershows mit Hilfe eines von der International Laser Display Association (ILDA) entwickelten Standards an Laserprojektoren gesendet. Dieser Standard sieht ein
analoges Signal vor, welches durch ein voll belegtes 25-poliges Kabel übertragen wird. Der
Anschluss erfolgt über einen 25-poligen SUB-D Stecker. Daher muss für die Ansteuerung der
Laserprojektoren mit Hilfe eines Computers das digitale Computersignal zuerst durch einen
Digital-Analog-Umsetzer (DAU) in ein analoges Signal umgewandelt werden. Ein DAU wird
heutzutage üblicherweise mittels USB an den Computer angeschlossen. Einen Laserprojektor
auf diese Art anzusteuern, bringt jedoch einige Nachteile mit sich, die vor allem bei großen
Installationen mit mehreren Laserprojektoren ins Gewicht fallen. Die Verkabelung zwischen
den Projektoren und den Steuergeräten ist meist mit hohem Aufwand und Kosten verbunden.
So muss jeder Projektor über ein eigenes Kabel an einen eigenen DAU angeschlossen werden.

Figure 1: DexLogic StageMate ISP [?]
1
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Figure 3: Verbindung mit Netzwerkfähigen Laserprojektor
Des Weiteren werden analoge Signale schnell durch die Länge des Kabels oder Interferenzen in
ihrer Qualität beeinträchtigt.
Die ILDA ist nun schon seit einiger Zeit dabei, einen Standard zur digitalen Datenübertragung über Ethernet, das ILDA Digital Network (IDN) Protokoll, zu entwickeln. Dem
Laser & Licht Labor (LLL) der Abteilung IV des Institutes für Informatik der Universität Bonn
steht als Mitglied der ILDA ein Entwurf dieses Standards zur Verfügung. Der Wave Modus des
IDN Protokolls ist bereits durch das LLL erfolgreich implementiert und evaluiert worden [?].
Ziel der Projektgruppe im Wintersemester 2014 / 2015 war es, den sogenannten Frame Modus
des IDN Protokoll zu implementieren.
Hierfür besitzt das LLL mehrere Laserprojektoren. Zum Senden von Laserprojektionen
steht dem LLL unter anderem das EasyLase USB Interface und die proprietäre, professionelle
Lasershow Software MediaLas M-III zur Verfügung. Beide besitzen eine eigene API, welche
im IDN Treiber implementiert sind. Weiterhin ist das LLL im Besitz mehrerer StageMate ISP
DAU. Diese auf FPGAs basierenden Stecker werden derzeit von der Firma DexLogic entwickelt.
Sie verfügen jeweils über eine Netzwerkschnittstelle und einen 25-poligen SUB-D Stecker (siehe
Abbildung ??). Der SUB-D Stecker kann direkt an einen Laserprojektor angesteckt werden.
Dadurch verkürzt sich der Signalweg signifikant, so dass Störungen des analogen Signals durch
Interferenzen von außen auf ein Minimum reduziert werden (siehe Abbildung ??). Über die
Netzwerkschnittstelle unterstützt der DAU das IDN Protokoll.
Zukünftig ist vorstellbar, dass Laserprojektoren die Netzwerkschnittstelle bereits integriert
haben und daher ein zusätzlicher DAU überflüssig wird (siehe Abbildung ??). Im Folgenden
wird deshalb nicht mehr von einem DAU gesprochen, sondern nur noch von einem über Netzwerk
angeschlossenen Laserprojektor.
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2

IDN Protokoll

Das IDN Protokoll basiert auf dem verbindungslosen User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Zum
Empfangen der Daten ist der Port 7255 vorgesehen. Weiterhin werden die Datentypen nach
der Network-Byte-Order im Big-Endian Format kodiert. Das Protokoll nutzt das Konzept
von Headern. So werden, je nach Funktion, mit jedem UDP Datenpaket verschiedene Header
vor die eigentlichen Daten (dem Laserframe) geschrieben. Mit den ersten Laserframe Daten
muss dem Projektor mittels des Config Headers immer mitgeteilt werden, welcher Channel
angesprochen wird und mit Hilfe eines Dictionary, welche Struktur die Laserdaten haben. Das
Anhängen der Konfiguration muss nicht mit jedem UDP Packet geschehen, sollte jedoch aus
Sicherheitsgründen regelmäßig mitgeschickt werden.
Das IDN Protokoll besitzt die Möglichkeit, maximal 64 Channel auf einem Device anzusprechen. Hierfür muss im Channel Message Header eine Channel ID übergeben werden. Der
StageMate registriert sich jedoch auf den ersten Socket, der sich mit ihm verbindet, und verwirft
Pakete, die von anderen Sockets kommen. Beim Versand von Framedaten an einen Channel
muss daher der Socket des zugrundeliegenden IDN Devices berücksichtigt werden. Dieser Umstand hat im Wesentlichen die Aufteilung des Treibers in zwei Stufen beeinflusst.
Das Dictionary besteht aus einer Reihe von 16 Bit Worten, die in Listing ?? aufgeführt sind.
Listing 1: IDN Konfigurationsworte [?]
0 x0000
0 x0010

void
break ( next s i g n a l group , c u r r e n t l y not used )

0 x4000
0 x4010
0 x4100
0 x4101
0 x4200
0 x4201
0 x4210
0 x4220
0x5XXX
0x5C10
0x5C20

nop
p r e c i s i o n ( only f o l l o w i n g tags that allow p r e c i s i o n )
h i n t ( no s h u t t e r / s h u t t e r open )
h i n t ( with s h u t t e r c o n t r o l )
x ( can have p r e c i s i o n )
xPrime ( can have p r e c i s i o n )
y ( can have p r e c i s i o n )
z ( can have p r e c i s i o n )
c o l o r where XXX i s t h e 10− B i t wavelength ( can have p r e c i s i o n )
i n t e n s i t y ( can have p r e c i s i o n )
beam brush ( can have p r e c i s i o n )

0x527E
0 x5214
0x51CC
0x51BD
0 x5241
0x51E8

r
g
b
u1
u2
u3

638nm
532nm
460nm
445nm
577nm
488nm

( deep b l u e )
( yellow )
( cyan )

Mit Hilfe dieses Dictionarys kann das IDN Device die empfangenen Framedaten parsen. Zu
beachten ist, dass die jeweiligen 16 Bit Worte jeweils nur für 8 Bit Werte in den Framedaten
stehen. Somit muss zum Beispiel für die 16 Bit X-Y-Z Koordinaten im Dictionary hinter den
X-Y-Z Konfigurationsworten jeweils noch ein Precision Konfigurationswort angehängt werden.
Ansonsten werden die Framedaten falsch interpretiert.
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Figure 4: Struktur des IDN Treiber

3

IDN Treiber

In diesem Kapitel wird die Implementierung des in der Programmiersprache C++ selbst entwickelten IDN Treibers behandelt. Dazu soll zuerst kurz auf die API des Treibers eingegangen
werden. Anschließend werden die Struktur und einzelne, spezifische Details der Implementierung erkläutert.

3.1

API

Die IDN API wurde bereits durch das LLL im Zuge der Implementierung des Wave Mode
weitestgehend definiert [?]. Bei der Definition ist darauf geachtet worden, dass sie gemeinsame
Funktionen der EasyLase API [?] und der Medialas API [?] abdeckt. Dabei sollte sie jedoch so
kompakt wie möglich bleiben.

3.2

Struktur

Der Treiber ist in zwei Stufen aufgeteilt. Zunächst erfolgt die Zuordnung eines jeden physischen
IDN Devices zu einem Objekt der Klasse idn client. In diesem Objekt werden sowohl der Socket
als auch die Sequenznummer und der Timestamp gespeichert. Für jeden Channel wird ein
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Objekt der Klasse idn virtual client erstellt, das eine Referenz auf die entsprechende Instanz
der Klasse idn client beinhaltet.
Über die öffentliche API ist nur ein Zugriff auf die idn virtual client Objekte möglich. Hierdurch wird bei Verwendung des Treibers dem Hauptprogramm für jeden Channel ein physisches
IDN Device vorgetäuscht (Abb. ??).
Zur Identifikation der einzelnen idn virtual client Objekte wird jedem ein Name nach folgendem Schema zugeteilt:
Listing 2: idn virtual client Namensschema
IDN.< i d n c l i e n t . name>.< i d n v i r t u a l c l i e n t . name>
Werden Framedaten an ein idn virtual client Objekt übergeben, erstellt dieses ein neues
Datenpaket und bereitet es weitestgehend für den Versand an ein IDN Device vor. Unter anderem erfolgt in diesem Schritt auch eine Überprüfung und Anpassung der übergebenen Framedaten anhand des Dictionary. Anschließend wird das Datenpaket an den idn client übergeben.
Dieser ergänzt eine gültige Sequenznummer und einen gültigen Timestamp Wert, bevor im
letzten Schritt der Versand des Datenpaketes an das IDN Device erfolgt.

3.3

Automatische Client-Erkennung

Sobald der Treiber geladen wird, erfolgt eine automatische Client-Erkennung über einen Netzwerk Broadcast. Hierfür wird ein spezielles Paket an die Broadcast Adresse des Netzwerkes
geschickt.
IDN Devices antworten auf diesen Broadcast. Diese Antwort beinhaltet unter anderem die
Protokollversion des Clients sowie die MAC Adresse und den Namen. Zum jetzigen Zeitpunkt
gibt der StageMate als Namen immer den Wert ‘Larry 42’ zurück, so dass dieser im Treiber nicht
zur Identifikation des IDN Devices verwendet werden kann. Stattdessen werden die letzen 3
Bytes der MAC Adresse zur eindeutigen Identifikation herangezogen. Auch die Protokollversion
wird zur Zeit vom Treiber noch nicht beachtet.

3.4

Konfiguration des Treibers

Der Treiber kann zur Laufzeit optional über eine zusätzliche Konfigurationsdatei konfiguriert
werden. Zu diesem Zweck muss eine Datei mit der Bezeichnung idn.conf angelegt und im
selben Verzeichnis abgespeichert werden, in dem bereits der Treiber abgelegt ist. Sollte beim
Laden des Treibers eine Konfigurationsdatei vorhanden und syntaktisch korrekt sein, wird diese
automatisch geladen.
Über die Konfigurationsdatei können die IP Adresse sowie die Channel eines IDN Devices
manuell vorgegeben werden. Insbesondere die Möglichkeit, eine feste IP Adresse einem IDN
Device zuzuordnen, wird in dem Fall benötigt, dass das IDN Device das Verfahren zur automatischen Client-Erkennung nicht unterstützt. Die automatische Client-Erkennung hat dabei
immer Vorrang vor Angaben der Konfigurationsdatei.
Das Format der Konfigurationsdatei ist einfach gehalten und folgt einem simplen Schema.
Zeilen, welche mit einer Raute (#) beginnen, werden nicht weiter beachtet und können für
Kommentare genutzt werden. Für alle anderen Zeilen gilt ein einheitliches Format:
Listing 3: idn.conf Format
< i d n c l i e n t . name>.<o p t i o n>=<wert>
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Der Wert <idn client.name> steht, wie zuvor in Kapitel ?? erläutert, derzeit für die letzten
3 Bytes der MAC-Adresse des IDN Devices. Alle Zeilen, welche mit demselben idn client Namen
beginnen, werden demselben IDN Device zugeordnet. Für den Wert <option> können folgende
Werte verwendet werden:
ip Die IP Adresse des IDN Devices.
channel<x> Ein Freitext-Name für die Channelnummer <x> des IDN Devices.
Zur Verdeutlichung ist eine Beispiel-Konfigurationsdatei in Listing ?? aufgeführt.
Listing 4: idn.conf Beispiel
#D i e s i s t e i n Kommentar
abcdef . ip =192.168.1.1
a b c d e f . c h a n n e l 1=Channel 1
a b c d e f . c h a n n e l 2=Channel 2
Sollte für ein per Client-Erkennung gefundenes IDN Device keine Konfiguration vorhanden
sein, so wird automatisch der Channel 0 erstellt.

3.5

Keep-Alive

IDN Devices können einen vorher aufgebauten Channel von sich aus schließen, wenn in einer
gewissen Zeitspanne keine neuen Daten empfangen werden. Der StageMate schließt einen Channel bereits nach 1 Sekunde ohne Datenempfang. Aus diesem Grund ist im Treiber eine KeepAlive Funktion implementiert, welche durch den Versand eines Paketes an ein IDN Device nach
Ablauf einer vordefinierten Zeitspanne an Inaktivität den vorzeitigen Abbau eines Channels
unterbindet. Als zusätzliche Auswirkung des Keep-Alive Paketes sei festgehalten, dass ein IDN
Device das zuletzt empfangende Frame so lange projiziert, bis es ein Stop Paket zum Schließen
des Channels bekommt.

3.6

Config Header

Damit ein IDN Device die gesendeten Framedaten verarbeiten kann, muss ihm zur Interpretation dieser Daten ein Dictionary mitgeschickt werden. Das Dictionary muss nicht in jedem
UDP Paket vorhanden sein. Um die gewünschte Funktionalität auf Seiten des IDN Devices
sicherzustellen, wird jedoch in den Protokollspezifikationen der zusätzliche Versand des Dictionarys in annährend regelmäßigen Zeitabständen empfohlen.
Für den Fall, dass die Größe des Dictionarys in Byte nicht restlos durch 4 teilbar ist, es also
aus einer ungeraden Anzahl an 16-Bit Konfigurationswörtern besteht, wird ein zusätzliches
16-Bit Konfigurationswort mit der Bezeichnung NOP (0x4000) angefügt. Dieses Konfigurationswort entspricht einer Nulloperation auf Seiten eines IDN Devices und dient lediglich dazu,
ein 32-Bit Alignment im Dictionary herzustellen.

3.7

Framedaten

Die vom Hauptprogramm an den IDN Treiber übergebenen Framedaten werden durch den
idn virtual client vor Übergabe des Datenpaketes an den idn client anhand des Dictionarys
interpretiert und für den Versand vorbereitet.
Da sowohl Medialas als auch EasyLase ein 12 Bit unsigned Koordinatensystem verwenden
und im IDN Protokoll ein 16 Bit signed Koordinatensystem festgelegt worden ist, erfolgt durch
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den idn virtual client eine automatische Konvertierung der X-, Y- und Z-Koordinaten aller
Punkte. Weiterhin wird die Byte-Reihenfolge aller Werte in Network-Byte-Order gebracht, die
eine Precision besitzen und somit 2 Byte groß sind.

3.8 Threading
Die Entgegennahme von Framedaten über die API sowie der Versand der fertigen Daten an
ein IDN Device geschieht im Thread der aufrufenden Funktion. Um protokollspezifische Funktionalität zu ermöglichen, welche unabhängig von Aufrufen durch das Hauptprogramm erfolgen
muss, verwendet der Treiber im Betrieb einen zusätzlichen Thread pro idn virtual device. Über
diesen Thread wird die Keep-Alive Funktion und der regelmäßige Versand des Config Headers
realisiert.

4 Demo
Zur Demonstration werden zwei Laserprojektoren und mehrere Laptops aufgebaut. Die Laserprojektoren werden über StageMates an ein Netzwerk angeschlossen, welches für die Demo
errichtet wird.
Demonstriert wird die Übertragung von einfachen Lasershows über das Netzwerk aber auch
von komplexeren Lasershows, die mehrere Laserprojektoren benötigen. Da durch das IDN
Protokoll Channel eingeführt wurden und der implementierte Treiber diese als physische Projektoren gegenüber der Lasershow Software ausgibt, besteht die Möglichkeit, diese komplexeren Lasershows auf nur einem oder zwei Laserprojektoren vorzuführen. Des Weiteren werden
Schwächen dieser Implementation erklärt sowie ein Ausblick auf die zukünftige Möglichkeiten
zur Arbeit am IDN Treiber gegeben.
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[4] Simon Ofner. Cross-platform implementation and evaluation of the proposed ilda digital network
(idn) protocol, September 2014. Diplomarbeit, Universität Bonn.
[5] ILDA TechComm Wiki. http://www.ilda.laserdirk.de/doku.php?id=idn1:lapro, letzter Aufruf
09.04.2015.
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Semantic annotations tool for
EIS publications

This tool is a research efort for annotating text and tabular
information in a pdf document via crowdsourcing. It also
facilitate a user to annotate tabular
information using
DataCube RDF vocabulary. This tool transforms selected
pdf table info into data cube RDF.

Annotation window

DataCube RDF segment of transformed table info

Setup / Installation process
•
•
•
•

Representation of cell in the data cube
For example, in data cube the cell - “Birth information for the United
States from 1969 to 2008” , has been represented in the following way.

Virtuoso setting
•
•
•
•

Technology used
•
•
•
•
•
•

VM Name : Ubuntu-sciPubAnn
OS: Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (32 bit)
RAM: 3.9 GB
CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-4770 CPUs @3.40GHz
HDD: 4.2 GB ( possible increase)

Physical work station

Hostname: EIS-02
Description: Physical PC at Uni Bonn
OS: Windows 7 Enterprise SP1 64bit
RAM: 16 GB (14 GB Free)
CPU: Intel Core i7-4770 @3.4GHz
HDD: (C:) 240 GB & (L:) 930 GB
IP Address: 131.220.153.88

Lab

Make sure that virtuoso endpoint is listening at
http://localhost:8890/
Login as admin (user: dba, pass: ***) in the
backend (http://localhost:8890/conductor/)
Update write permission settings for user :
sparql
Enable CORS for the Data Access of JS client

VM settings

VirtuosoUniversal Server
SPARQL as a query
JavaScript + Html
Pdf.js as rendering
Qunit as JavaScript test environment
DataCube (http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/)

EIS

Install virtuoso universal server
Download the code from git repo
In the downloaded directory open the
index.html in any browser.
For details set up please follow the git hub link
section in the bottom.

Project's Git hub links
•
•

•

Code link:
https://github.com/saifulnipo/eis-semantic-annotation
Documentation link :
https://github.com/saifulnipo/eis-semanticannotation/wiki
Release note :
https://github.com/saifulnipo/eis-semanticannotation/releases

Presented by:
AQm Saiful Islam
(islam@informatik.uni-bonn.de)
Seyidov Mir sattar
(sattar.seyidov@gmail.com)
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BundleMAP: A Novel Method for Tract-Based
Analysis of Neuroimaging Data
Mohammad Khatami
Mohammad.khatami@rwth-aachen.de
Abstract: Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has improved understanding of brain anatomical circuitry. We present an automatic method named BundleMAP,
for measurement and analysis of diffusion MRI data along white matter fiber tracts. The result of this study demonstrates that our method can be used for
demonstrating the anatomical location of neurological disorders and also along-the-tract statistical analysis.

BundleMAP overview

Idea 1: BundleMAP
We
generate
BundleMAP
parametrization of the bundle with point
correspondences across all fibers and
all subjects. The parametrization uses
easily measured local metric information
to learn the underlying global geometry
of a data set. ISOMAP[1] as a kind of
manifold learning approach finds
meaningful low dimensional structures
hidden in the high dimensional data.

Subject bundle

BundleMAP coordinate

Problem 1 : Registration

Learning: Feature extraction and analysis

Normalization

Warping (T)

Subject space
Define ROI in
Standard template

FA along BundleMAP

Idea 2: Binning vs. Averaging
In the traditional tract based brain
analysis differences are detected
by measuring means of scalar
invariants in entire tracts such as
mean diffusivity (MD) and
fractional anisotropy (FA). Using
BundleMAP, bundle can be split
into different bins and doing
classification and regression
based on new bins instead of
entire fibers.

Define ROI in
Standard template

MNI space

Inverse Warping (𝑇𝑇 −1 )

• Two groups of subjects: Healthy controls (HC) and patients
with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)
• Six ROIs are defined
• Binning along BundleMAP (1,2,3,4 and 5 bins)
• Feature: Average of FA, MD, AD, RD in each bin
• Feature selection: F-Score using leave one out cross validation
• 86% classification accuracy using SVM compared to 70%
traditional along the tract analysis [2]
• Six years age prediction error in average
Splenium ROI

Bundle in local space

Problem 2: Outlier detection
After applying tractography on each subject, that is desirable to
remove the tracts that seems not to be corresponded to the ROI.
The bundles from each subject in MNI space are combined and
gathering a complex bundle. One-class-SVM is an unsupervised
learning algorithm that detects the soft boundary of combined
bundle to classify each fibers as belonging to the set or not. Then
not belonging fibers removed from both combined bundle and
subject bundle.

FA

AD

Age

Problem 3: Combined BundleMAP for all subjects

• Problem: ISOMAP correspondences for different subjects
• Problem: ISOMAP time complexity
• Solution: Clustering concatenated data and interpolation
20
15
10
5
0

1 Subject - 2 Subjects - 3 Subjects - 4 Subjects 6500
12083
22000
35000
vertices
vertices
vertices
vertices
ISOMAP Time

Time complexity

Three subjects with BundleMAP color map

RD

X axis in each plot indicates BundleMAP

Age prediction error histogram

Age prediction error

Joint bundle with and without outliers

MD

Right Fornix ROI
FA

MD

AD

RD

Count

Bundle in MNI space

Age prediction error

Age prediction

X axis in each plot indicates BundleMAP

Conclusion: Our method is a promising novel feature extraction
scheme for dMRI classification and regression. Also it shows
significant improvement compared to traditional along-the-tract
statistical analysis of dMRI data. By getting benefits of binning the
tracts along BundleMAP coordinate it not only increases the
prediction accuracy, but also it indicates the location of the
problem in the bundle. Future works can be using BundleMAP for
2d binning and testing on ROIs in which MD and FA change
significantly along the bundle.
Acknowledgement: The author thanks Jun.-Prof.Dr. Thomas
Schultz, and Amin Abbasloo, Visualization and Medical Imaging
Group University of Bonn, for helping develop the method,
Christian Montag, University of Ulm, and Tobias Schmidt-Wilcke,
University Hospital Bochum, for providing the data.
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(2000), pp. 2319-2323. [2] Tobias Schmidt-Wilcke et al. “Diminished white matter integrity in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus". In: NeuroImage: Clinical 5 (2014), pp.
291-297. [3] Le Bihan, Denis, et al. "Diffusion tensor imaging: concepts and applications." Journal of magnetic resonance imaging 13.4 (2001): 534-546.
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Evaluation of LinDA and comparison with other
tools for visualization of Linked datasets
About & How-To Access Guide

Conducted by

Quick links:
Evaluation process - https://github.com/EIS-Bonn/MA-INF4314-Lab/tree/master/A-EvaluationLinDA-Fabrizio
LinDA project - https://github.com/LinDA-tools/Visualization

Rose-Mary Owusuaa Mensah
Nishananth Baskaran
Ugochukwu Chimbo Ejikeme
Nikhil Patra

Summary of the Evaluation process
The aim of the LinDA project is to make the
benefits of Linked Open Data accessible to
SMEs and data providers. This involves
building a system of tools for visualizing
Linked Data to assist SMEs in their daily tasks
by hiding complexity through automation
and an intuitive user interface. This
evaluation process was conducted to assess
the software and provide feedback to the
developers

Usability test on LinDA software was
conducted with twenty(20) people
ranging from novices to experts.
Methods adopted in the evaluation
process
included
questionnaires, cognitive walkthrough
and interviews. Each user was given a
maximum of seven (7) tasks to perform
on the system. See bottom of poster for
details on the tasks.

Comparison of LinDA was carried out
against other visualization tools such as
Tableau public, CODE project and
RDF:Synopsviz, Lumira and a few others.
Emphasis was placed on analyzing
properties concerning product quality
which
are
usability, efficiency, scalability, visual
representation, format of datasets and
customization.

Sample LinDA interface

LinDA evaluation process: Architecture Diagram

Virtual Machine
Ubuntu login: comp
Name: LinDA Visualization Production
OS: Ubuntu (64 bit)
Base memory : 4096MB

Team viewer access

Usability Description
Task
Task 1
Dataset selection

EIS Lab WinSem 2015
Group A
https://github.com/EISBonn/MA-INF4314Lab/tree/master/AEvaluationLinDA-Fabrizio

Other Visualization tools

User 's perception on LinDA interface design based on the
tasks

Overall impression about design of LinDA

Task 2

Choosing parameters

Task 3

Visualize data/ navigate chart

Task 4

Modify parameters

Task 5

Change data labels

Task 6

Save visualization

Task 7

Visualizing another dataset

General level of satisfaction of users with LinDa
software

Level of difficulty encounted by users
16

12%

14

14

12

Bad

45%

12

10
8
Good

6

Average
Bad

4

Number of people

Average

Number of people

Good
43%

10

37%

8

Easy

Average

Difficult
63%

4

2

Satisfied

Medium

6

2

0
Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Tasks

0
Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Tasks
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